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son

was

freight

in

train

exchange,
pride for his

so

op- dent at Balton

sacrifice

of

sake ; and

had it that

George

rich banker of

a

already gained

town had

a

her

heirt h)kt it would

own

never came

back to the

on

wrecked, last

bridge, just beyond

depot

that

I looked for him, and his

train left eastward while I

Boston."

"*

an

son

night, though

on

Kitslisliiuau
loveliness,
I'pon what <»ol>elin wcrt maile'
Κ·ιΙ thus the ta|>e»triM conies·:
••We're manufacture»I for the trade."
-I'uck.

We're mo»lele»I by
Thou cloth of fn»le»l

Law,

a

Tom

>ay. shining bronze, IhiIIi rare and old,
Wheu dlilit thou conic from far Japan ?
·'
l'tiai's «here you're
The !·Γ<·η/^ replied:
·»>1·Ι.

«. ill r· ii!*

be, should

to

rumor

wondered in my
end.

Answer thou.

few tulles out of

to

of the

ing coupltd

on,

George
holding

chin, and
valise in his hand,

to his

the

edge

of the

c.imc

depot

was

taking my

building. "Bond,"

ly

I dont care."

"Balluu, don't go!"—it

speaking

voice

settling,

"

tween two

great timbers.

Mr. Nathaniel

Bishop, during his
Ayree, made friends

age to Buenos
the ship's cook, who

Irishman.

was

sentimental

a

Besides this, he

voywith

was

a"char-

acter" in his way, and kept a "dialogue"
—as he called his diary—in which he

occasionally

wrote

"pocthrjr." One day.
Bishop said to

to draw him out, Mr.

him, "It is strange that a man so full
feeling and poetry as you are should
never have been entangled in the bonds

of

of love."

"Ah, now, you've said it !" lie exclaimed, "I've passed through that experience ; but woman, the crathur, has

him up to the depot been more a bane than a blessin' to the
and laid him reverently in the great lad- poor ha't. It was woman that drove me
ies' waiting-room, and as the railroad from my position in societee to the galWhin I was only
men bore him by my nindow, some one ley of a sea-cook.

They brought

the crowd said

in

"How

:

lucky^that only

a

brakeman

killed."

was

sixteen years of age
who

was an

man

had

me

daughter

a

father had

Irish barrister.

Some way it seems to me that great yee, that she
hearted Tom Marshall has gone home to beardless, she

who

a

frind

gentleangel—

This

was an

I was young and
few years older than
a Father who never looks to the grimy meself.
Well, ye tee, I became that in
a small leather
clothes and the weather-beaten faces of love with her that 1 ο ι le red her me hand
hurriedly aroud
bis children, but rewards them according and me ha't at which she softly replied,

there, Mr. Halloa," he said quickly.
"But, if you must go, take your own
on.

car

and heard the groaning of the timber
Cul catch him !" and
giving way.
grasped by strong hands, Rallou was
drawn up through the broken window
to the ground above, and then with a
lurch and crash of breaking timbers, the
heavy car plunged downward on to the
rocks, splintered on their sharp points
and dashed to pieces.
Just as morning came, they found Tom
lying there, crushed out of all shspj be-

J

he said to the conductor, who stood there
!
with his lantern raised to give the signal

risk and get

car.

"Quick !" for he felt the

:

and, from many little things for starting, "I want to go down with
which had fallen under my notice, I began
you. I must bj home to-night."
to believe that rumor for once was right.
Bond looked around rather surprised
And Tom loved her, and I thought it at the request.
"We're more than likeover all night when I was not busy, and
to be wrecked before ever we get

that eke-bluc cow.

••Ju«t hold your horse·," said the tile,
"
llefore y«ni rave, and are <juit«» lost
This antique nonsense. Wait awhile;

society

promise,

With herd-men running up aud down?

ft

willing,

neighboring

>li«t t."

Must still be silent?

over

was a

Ballou, the

din^y, quaint ol»l Holland t»>wn,
-.ιw

things bridges and culverts already loosened by
again. previous storm. That night when I
hard—a
two years, and went on duty it was raining
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few

enough,

fellow

then, besides,

reign,
Tell me »ecreta of thy time.
"•peak
What hast thou wen of Joy ami pain?
lu what old chamber, rich, sublime—
Γ. it hark' Th·· antique relics -[«eaW,
And tell theirhl-torles complete.
«•in eleganc»' ·»< luatle. lust week,

Mile, tlist

appeared

all her hopes and

ANTlgUe.

V-iukecs down in

"Here, quick ?" he cried, as with a
rapid blows he cut aside the broken
seat which pinned his rival to the floor

small

young and good-looking
Bond wa* Tom's conductor, and I
and perhaps, after all, handed the erder to him immediately.
she was a little vain at having so hand- An
engine wai ready at hand, and they
some a suitor, even though so poor, to soon had the short train of ten cars made
1
add to her lengthy string of victims.
up in the yard. Ju«t as the engine
the
never could believe that she had
backed down from the tank anil was beheart to return his great, honest love,
BaIIou, muffled
Still Tom

and be
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Lair,
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the blue-velnetl

day ami the fulnter life awoke,
\n«l the night was overpast ;
And I said : Though never In life you spoke,
oh, sm<ak with a look at last'
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Maa».
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on

numerous

enly encourage the attention of a mere "Opr., Carlyle.
Send Pond with extra east, to report
freight brakeman—a man of whose famMove
knew nothing, and track ut Farmers ville for No. 2.
we
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ily
"W. B. C."
whose only wealth was his monthly pay. cautiously.
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thoroughly

Kate Carr

ltd.
Halt· velte»l by her death-dauip lialr;
\nd oh, tor tbe violet depths it hid,
\u«l ihe light I longed tor there!

1

and

half sleet, blown here
I liked the boy. I knew, or thought 1 cold, bitter rain,
and
there
in
gusts of heavy wind. The
knew, Kate Carr, up in the big white
from
was intensely black
itself
house on the hill. A proud girl enough night
broken
now and
clouds,
β
father
scudding
riches,
her
swiftly
in her way—proud of
vivid glares of forked lighting
her own beauty, and the do/en suitors then by
Kver since that seimed to tear them in twain. My
who had knelt at her feet.
Tom first sought her society I wondered instruments were almost unmanageable
It seemed so strange a owing to the electricity in the air, but
at his welcome.
came through
a
thing to me that one so proud of her po- about midnight message
Division
the
from
in
as
Superintenof
a slave
jerks
so

sition.

lips, th»-y were half apart.
they made no answering sign ;
ivath's hand was on her falling heart,
And hi· eye· Mid : >be 1» tnine.
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a

gray rose-leaf that Is fading white
the cheek where 1 set my kiss,
And on that side of the bed all night
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morning flush on the cheek
Whence a lalrer flush has fled?
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flying away.
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A uhtwt of η dawn, and pale ami weak
lift* tlie sun λ heart, 1 said.
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The hours

I had known Tom for

through the l>ar· of the

in

c*tue

\n«l the winter's J*wη is gray,—
s^ld : However you ehe»t your
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heavy grades
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he had gone, I thought of all these
—thought of them over and over
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As I sat there alone in the office after

Century tor August.
TRIUMPU.
From

very low.

was

Tom's

"Take my

If so, his must be

to their deeds.

exceedingly great

an

reward.—Ex.

TIMK'S SOLILOQUY.

Old, call you
corner stone

me

?

was

laid I

Before the first circus

joke

!

was a

'Misther W., ye are too young."
"However, I pressed me'suit, for

wo-

but she

men

want a

dale of coaxin

only

smiled.

At last when I grew urIrishman coorta in airncst—

Ay, when the gent—for

of the universe

deck.

was

an

she referred

me

for

an answer

to the sec-

ond of Samuel, tinth chapter and the
had shot athwart the morn, I was there. last part of the fifth verse.
When the morning stars sang together I
"I turned at once to it, for I thought
me suit,
it she meant to
might have been seen with my new hour that
was on

glass and crude mowing machine, taking
it all in.

by

and in

a

accept

bashful way tould me as ske did,
was me horror an' shame to

when what

Amid the bloom and verdure of para- rade the following words: "Tarry at
gazed upon the new world radiant Jfrtcho until your Irani be <jron n, and
forded, and I caught but a glimpse of of our going through to-night without
with celestial smiles. Kre the foot of thin return."
I
him as they swung round the curve.
trouble."
man had trod the velvet green of the new
"Would you belavc it, me friend":
afterwards heard the whole story from his
"But I must go," came the answer.
and before the range had been all This little incident became known to me
earth,
lips, but I cau tell it best myself. From "My mother has been ill—a telegram
breakfast at the

his

car

he

oui)

passed up

the

h »tel the

long

place

af-

hill to where

lights of theCarr mansion were twinkling among the trees, determined to learn
his fate from Kate's own lips that very
night. The parlor windows were dark
the

when he ascended the stone steps and
the bell, and the servant who ans-

rang

wered it

recognizing

his lace, told him he

would find Miss Kite in

the

of the Hon. Carlton In the moonlight, dreaming the

garden.
ever new

advicc, for there's

just

ftot one

chance in

ten

fed down like

received."

"Wait for 'No. '2,' then—that will be

daylight."
might be too lute. No I
Surely
go to-night, danger or not.

nearer

"Yes and it
must

I may risk it if you can !"
"1 have no one to think of but
The words

were

dise I

myself."

almost lost in the wind.

"You have Kate, and it is my duty to
go, not yours." And the brakeman re-

base ball

ground,

I

acquaintances, an' for shame I was forcto lave the country."
I am the oldest inhabitant. The song
"I thought," adds Mr. Bishop, "that,
of the lark and the twitter of the guinea considering his beardless condition, the
hen were first heard by me. When Adam Irish girl's answer was quite J'at to the
a

there.

oj>ened

ed

out for himself and

(iarden of Eden, I

the

was

was

pre-empted
on

hand.

When Noah rounded up his stock uud
built his boat, I was there.
I

saw

Babylon, Assyria, Palmyra

and

occasion."
Λ
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Frank Moore relates this

affecting
recognition

in-

uf
rise, flourish and bust. Nero, stance of a «lying son's
fortunately dream of love, he passed with a quick gretfully turned away. Only a moment Cheyenne
the
lierre
In
of
his
mother.
one
engigoSusan
B.
and
I'ontius Pilate
Anthony
rt \i ι."
r*
■v.aj>ed injury. A brakeman, by the step down the graveled path by the well diil Ballou ga/.e after his lantern, as it entered
the great stage of action ments near Mechanicsville, a young
upon
the
was
name of Marshall,
only person trimmed flower-beds to where the sum- went dickering down the wet platfoim
AH'rut ι. and (\iunsellur at Lair,
and Nineveh were once proud structures. lieutenant of a Rhode Inland battery, had
I < )\ h I Ι. M M\K.
killed."
mer-house. thickly shaded by clinging and then as the short train started he
I con- his right foot sj shittered by a fragment
I saw them in their rise and fall.
This
stood at the further end.
into the caboose, and I ! aned
It
was only a short dispatch cast into vines
stepped
trol the fate of empires and ward cau- of a shell that on reaching Wasiiingt >n,
FtlASK H. T1LT0N. M. 3,
the corner of the morning paper amid a was his favorite resting place, and many from my seat to watch Tom swing upon
I gate them their glory and splen- after one of those horrible ambulance
cuses.
and Surgeon, score ot two of others, but it interested a
Physiciau
hour was passed there with the iron ladder and mount to the top.
pleasant
dor and then bust them in the snoot. rides, and a journey of a week's duration
>«m :ijr. 'Inmr.
As he apme. for 1 knew the whole brave story so her—his idol, his queen.
Just exactly how it all happened toSooner or later I gather them in with my he was obliged to un lergo amputation
INiiJriu I lHU|r "tiret, M-ar
(·
iiv ra
■ ο
VW* *··'
well, and 1 felt in my heart almost a ha- proached now, he was surprised to hear, day 1 do not know, but at the bottom of lawn mower and
I
hunplant them in the sweet of the leg. He telegraphed home,
tred for the writer, who had done such borne on the still night air, the tone of the second grade the earth had been
was going
all
that
of
dreds
miles
on
the
silken
tresses
away,
I
I»
t>. Illl I M
remotely.
spread
al! washed
(
and with it soldiers fortitude,
away from beneath the rails, and brow of
injustice to a noble life and o\erlook«\l so voices in earnest conversation. la
and polish the dome of well,
beauty
Tom's nature there was nothing coward- they hung almost unsupported just below
/'
sirian ,\ Sit m'eon.
ijrand a deed.
himself to bear his sulferings
Black
the
at
seat
the
front
on
man
composed
the
1
I.KTHhl. M F.
I «»< only the nl^ht telegraph operat* ly, nothing base, but his own name, the surface of the water. Thundering
I paint the blush of beauty on alone.
Crook."
1
.ι
Ι'
a
man's deep voice, caused j down the grade in the rain and night.
>r at Carl νle—not a very exalted posi- spoken in
I 'nknown to him, however, his mother
I
the cheek of the schoolma'am and encourbut yet one of considerable him to halt almost without knowing he ! every brakcman at his post on the top,
tion,
had read the report of his wound,
who
perhajw,
Physician Λ Surgeon,
age the sickly fuss on the upper lip of
the great freight engine plunged into
!Μ«ΠΙΙ »ΛΚ1«. Μ*1Ν|·.
was
re»po->ibility and trust. From seven in did so.
hastening to see him. She reachthe bilious masher.
r ίρ ιιε*γ *
.aity.
••■ι···
"1 naiurauy suj>jkim;u nu···
the water and went crashing down. Car
the evening until the same hour in the
at midnight, and the
ed
Washington
Mort·.
II
for
ai
Κι.'» lui.*
I mature the giant oak that grows
Mar· after ear was
m »rning 1 held in tlie hollow of my hand and heard that you cared for Tom
piled up there and hurled centuries, as well as the cucumber that nurses would have kept her from seeing
I
I· Tt'KR·*,·
the life of every man passing over our shall."
ι > ί- Ν ΤΙβ Γ,
to one side down into the ravine. ClingLi.
I pile up the her son until morning. One sat bv hie
matures in two weeks.
It was almost a question, and the id- ing to a brake of the back of the engine,
division o^ the road. 1 remember, one
him as he slept, her hand
salary of the newspaper nabob and accu- side, fanning
in
the
alone
in
the
was
storm,
outside
ahead
1
when
listener
moonlight
and
sitting
lent
Hut
my
through
ui^ht,
peering
mulate interest on the twenty-four per on his feeble, fluctuating pulse.
komtat, maink little cramped-upoffice and listened, from bent forward to catch the low tones of his hands wrenched clear by the shock,
Mason bum k.
the
resist
could
heart
woman's
what
cent. note.
UK,
»·. ,I(IS(S,
the
In
then?
mere force of habit, to the varied messa- the reply.
Tom was hurled outward into the air.
&
mother
of
1 bring around the fall election and the pleadings
DICN'TIb Γ,
a« they went clicking by to the other
to glide
allowed
"Oh, George how could you ? Why The crash stunned him, but the cold silver
wan
she
^
darkness
finally
caswedding with its dollar-store
S- ^
S
1 \ LUOI, Mb.
«δ WT
stations on the road. The last train for he's nothing but a freight brakeman ! water into which he fell, revived him tors and
a
place at his side. She
'**'-■·
seventy-five cent butter dishes. in and lake
τ. :b tno rtrU ^m Uul4. SlHer or
that
?"
he
heard
'/'·
if
the
out
from
would
crawled
hours—the
he
What
and
several
freightaccommoda*
the nurse had done.
*>iraaiMi| Rubb.-r.
papa say
again,
I plant the false teeth in the mouth of touched his pulse as
Kate.
of
for
voice
in
towards
been
back
tender
his
the
was
worked
soft,
l>ris
and
from
tion
It
the
way
Ma VK UVQ KMC ISaTUL'TE.
lirighton—had
the venerable, and scatter sciatica and Not a word had been spoken, but
said
:
*ome time, and 1 had nothing to disturb
"And you only cared for me, dar- what should be the rear end of the train.
and
sadness wherever I go.
sleeping boy opened his eyes
DtTatc rlxclusite'j to Female lav*liti$.
the first terrible crash came, the
Well,
When
hand.
ling
Billy,
me but my thought*.
mother's
"That feels like my
WAT»Ri'< RD 1!β
* r μ;\τπ<.κ μ
"1 only loved you, George."
caboose had been pitched violently forhow's No. ô ?" a voice suddenly asked,
CHANGED HIS MIND.
Γ., Seperit;· η i:«g rtyis this beside me ? It is my mothWho
·*■!*(.»;
All lBWMt»d
^erv v/
That was all ; and the strong man ward and then flung down, and now
see
>*«e
nd tor Circularas the outside door was pushed ajar.
who
of
Turn
er.
up the gas, and let mc
General Torbet,
cavalry fame,
whose only crime was pov"One hour late," 1 replied, hastily, I that listened,
hung tremblingly suspended upon a was lost at sea last year on the illfated mother."
ISAAC EAGNALL,
in the darkand then, looking up. 1 saw Tom Mar- erty, turned back quietly
single timber of the culvert, which trem- Vera Cruz, had a decisive and effectual
The two dear faces met in one long,
ïî c cl en Man ufactu rer !
the low hedge
back
through
ness—turned
last
the
on
freight,
bled and threatened each moment to
shall. a brakeman
men
and
sick
of
of
joyful, sobbing embrace.
.-«ii *<*:xm*r.i».,*»Ti>BTT'*.CorT»>?<
disposing bogus
way
with a
12 ; '·*
U.l l WOOL rXAN^t.LA rmOCKWO·
the doorway. "Come inside, and out into the moonlit road,
and let the battered car fall on to
Disfilling
up
part
The gallant fellow, just twenty-one,
Columbus
The
cowards.
«Ί Ï4K.S» Ccsro· Cloth De«MU«e ud Bull
(0.)
lazy
heart. He had lov- the
rocks below.
and have a chair, Tom," I added, as I pale face and heavy
ragged
his leg amputated on the last day of
had
:
says
patch
HANOVER, MR·
ed her with all the giant strength of his
Tom
Cal
of my questioner.
?"
hurt
face
the
"Is
there
anyone
recognized
He was a good fighter and a hard his three year·' service, underwent operhe an- manly nature—he never knew how much asked, anxiously, as he finally found the
when'
a
moment,
to-night,"
"Only
worker. While he had a kind heart for ation after operation, and, at last,
A. C. JONES,
did now, alone in his mis
in
conductor standing alone in the rain behimself
swered me, as he sat dow n at my invita- before, as he
drew
for
was
death
nigh, resigned
the trooper who
always ready
SMITH AND MACHINIST,
between his feet ery, his suffering, and those heartless, side the track.
lantern
his
tion.
resting
a
he
hated
South t'a ri». Haine.
shirk, peace, saying:
boots and saddles,"
a freigat"
"No ; all out safe, I think close call
I have a call to make stinging words, "He is only
*A\l I \· Tt RER of nil -ra! machinery .«leam on the floor.
"I have faced death too often to fear
had his own way of meeting th e
and
ιοί «irk. ψ>»1 m» htMvy an«i tool·.
evwith
in his ears
though, Tom ; awful wreck ! I never saw
:
this evening, and must wash up a little brakeman," ringing
.lir» *η·1ι·πίι» so»de an>!
rr«»,
such
men
to
rid
now."
it
get
complaints urged by
»<rwii g.
ttioJ» ng kD-l thre»h.i»»C ira·
He was poor, was worse in thirty years ?"
ery step he took.
tirst."
al. kiud», pre»*t». *^n». j-ieioi·
;
of duty.
''
neither
!"
had
me
!
tr»j gfcr ufattv &a<l proapûy repaired.
help
"Help
*x 4lu \»*:er
Where away to-night, Tom—not up nothing but a brakemin,
How Alligators Eat.—An alligaι ; c«e done to Order.
Just before breaking camp in the
The cry rang out shrill and agonizing
or lineage of which to boast ; but
wealth
shook
?"
He
hill
is an animated .pewer. Everythe
on
again surely
w«rk in ιΙκ· County
Λιΐιΐ'ί in l
caboose below them. spring of 1865 the general attended a tors throat
er :il«
he was a man, and like one he from the suspended
Qfy.
his open mouth
his head in the affirmative, his eyes fixed after all,
sick call to see the state of health in his thing which lodges in
the
"Help ! I'm wedged in ! Quick ?"
was suffered his loss—suffered through
MOjNTTJIMEISITS,
instrument
the
where
a
table
is
He
dog, and indown.
lazy
One after another of the goes
It was Hallou's voice beyond a doubt. command.
j upon my
still night, patiently and silently.
to eat,
long
for
something
of
away.
stead
AC.
ticking
hunting
TABLETS, AC.
"Give me the axe !" and seizing the boys came in for prescriptions, and by»
As the long Summer days fadeJ into
That
him.
for
I# of Cemetery Work >lon»· to or«!er
"< )f course it's none of my business,
hunt
victuals
his
lets
he
a
notoTom sprang out upon the tot- and-by a big trooper, who was
weapon
ones of early Fall, and his
λν. S. ROBINSON*.
shorter
the
the
to
me
stems to
you go
rious shirk, entered the tent with his ia, he lies with his great mouth open,
my boy, but it
Maine.
the sta· tering car and dropped down through a
Soon
often of late, Bal- tr*in passed back and forth by
hands on his stomach. Torbet took him
great w hite house too
apparently dead, like the 'possum.
He knew the slenTom, shattered window.
a glance, and then thundered
at
in
on its daily trips, I watched
all
tion
anosai
I
then
'tis
a
and
then
they're
fly,
lou might object,
a bug crawls into it,
I could der, trembling timber could not susta η out :
a colony of
1 looked up at and, knowing as much as I did,
and
and
several
know,'"
then
ther fly,
gnats
engaged, you
What are you here for ?"
that weight long. He knew he was goiyA y9
M AISE.
close
his sufferings, though he tried so
"
his strong Saxon face from where I lay read
mosquitoes. The alligator dosen't
!" was the faint response.
Sick
He
knew
death.
certain
VUuLESALK UBALCK8 I*
almost
to
outng
and
all
it
«
for
hide
to
appear
"
bravely
his mouth yet. He is waiting
What ails you ?"
by the wall.
te fiiïANi M DOMESTIC Guars stretched on a benchmistaken
as a moment's delay might rid him of one
hearted
and
"
cheerful
as
light
Somethin' hurts me in my stomach. whole drove of things. He does his eatabout that, wardly
1 think they're
^'BttUrtitrert oi the cvleb'ate·! braoile,
ν

ν

: ν
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Norway »α·1 o^c·
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to Carriaje and Jell Sbop
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Thr Stcond Week in June,
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kind* of Jobbing will tx· «loue at rea·
ι π··«;». Alio will kerp on hi· J

1
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NEW CARRIAGES!
A. M. TRULL·

won from him the woman he
l'oor Tom ! the blow was a bard who had
It moves round. It's a snake, I guese,
was a moment for vengeance, that I swallowed drink in water from a
It
loved.
and the
little
hand,
her
struck
one
by
than I can enjoy," he
he but he forgot it all. He knew a mo- brook."
man bent beneath it whether
"
"
I only get in here two nights a strong
How long haa it been there ?"
ly,
ment's delay and all of George Ballou
or no.
·'
would
I
can."
best
the
do
I
Six months."
week, you know ;
But
would be a dead, mangled body.
"
It was nearly Winter when the end
"
Surgeon," said the general, as he
Then it is serious, Tom ?" I asked,
was in* he never hesitated, never doubted what turned to the officer, " call in two men,
that
and
came,
ending
fairfinally
broad-shouldered,
this
liked
for I
was only a brakeman, but he cut this man open, and remove the snake!
terrible. For several weeks heavy to do. He
haired fellow, brakeman though he was. deed
was
the enwilling to sacrifice his own life, We are going to break camp in ten days,
storms had been raging along
"
haven't time to cot>x the reptile
I'm afraid it is with me, Billy," he
his own happiness, to save the and we
wreck
fears
and many
at the tire line of the road,
!"
steadfastly
his
gazing
up
eyes
replied,
officials about man Kate Carr loved. A martyr, you
"
Fifteen minutes after that man wai
But," good- were expressed by railway
lantern between his feet.
between Car- say—a hero. No ; how could he be ?— out on the line grooming his horse, and bj
road-bed
of the
the
as
see
safety
will
again
you
night ; 1 must go ;
next station you forgot he was only a freight brake· noon he looked well enough to eat hi:
door closed lyle and Farmersville, the
I come in." And the heavy
way through a barrel of pi >rk.
man.

Hilly,

but Ballou has

behind him.

opj>ortunities
replied, very slow-

more

ever,

east.

AU along these few miles there

A little later a lizard
will cool himself under the shade of the
jaw. Then a few frogs will hop

ing by wholesale.

upper
Then more
up to catch the moequitoes.
on the
will
light
and
gnats
mosquitoes
a whole village of insects
Finally

frogs.

settle down for an afternoon
all at once, there is an
Then,
picnic.
the aliiearthquake. The big jaw falls,
the endown
blinks one eye, gulps

and

reptiles

gator

and opens his great front
visitors.
door again for

tire

menagerie,

more

W 1star'8

Bauam

of

Wu.n Ciikrry

Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, WlwopCough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption

cures

ing
aii'l :ι11 diseases of the Throat,
F.ungs and
Client. .">0 cents anil si a bottle.
An ofllce-holder soon tires of
public life
when he suspects that his constituents luve
privately resolved not to re-elect him.

Found at Last.
An Agreeable dressing for the hair, that
will stop its falling. has been
long sought
for. Parker's Hair Balsam,
distinguished
for its purity, fully supplies this want.
We should think if
any tree would he
worth planting along the western streams,
on the treeless prairies, the cotton-woo·!.
ClJRF. Yot'RSKI.F
Don't pay large doctor's hills. Trie b<st
medical hook published, HX) pages, elegant
colored plates, will he sent you on receipt
of two :» cent stumps to pay
postage. Address Α. Γ. <>rdway λ Co.. Boston. Mass.
"
Mean !" she cried, " my husband is the
meanest wretch in the world. Il·· won't
give me the leant excuse for complaining."

(iool· WOKIM) KKOM
Miftlt Hitters are the bent bitter*.' "
and allay nervous
ness."
·'
Itest Liver and Kitlney medicine w. *ell
"Ttiey kno. lc the Thills' every time."
"Consumptive people g tin Μ>·*!ι i»it them."
"
Malt I'.ltters have no rival* in this town."
"
Hest tiling for nursing mother* we have."
"We like to recommend Halt Hitlkks."
"

"They priiinote sleep

Bless my stars !" said Mrs. I'ennypack"didn't yon know wliat the vacuum is?
The vacuum Is where the l'ope keeps his
"

er,

bulls."

IMI'ROVKMKM for Mink ami Boi»y.
Thee is more stre igth-restoring power

in a bottle of l'arktr'.« liiwjt r '/'<».uV than in
a bushel of malt or α gallon o*" milk.
As
mpetlzer, blood purifier and k'dney corthere
is
rector,
nothing like it. aud invalids consequently tind it a wonderful invigorant for mind and body.—Cummi rrinl.
an

The railway tunnel under the Hudson,
connecting New York ami Jersey City, will
It is thought, be ready for use in about two
years.

Rkwakd to Kntkrprisk.
Four years ago. James l'y Je of XewVork
tlrst Introduced his celebrated I'earliue to
the public, aud now the name of 1'carline
Is everywhere a household word, and millions upon millions of packages are annu-

ally consumed by
keepc S.

our

intelligent

house-

"
My dear," said a husband to his wife,
••what kind of a stone do you think they
will give me when 1 am gone?" She answered coolly, " Brimstone, John."

Skili.ix thp. Workshop. To do good work
the mechanic must have good health. If
long hours hours of coulluement in close
rooms have enfeebled his hand or dimmed
his sight, let him at once, and before souks
organic trouble appears, take plenty of Hop
Bitters. His system will t»e rejuvenated,
his nerves strengthened, his .sight become
clear, and the whole constitution be built
up to α higher working condition.

I'rolessor l'roctor says that the sun nevlacks a supply of fuel, which reminds us
that the sun is very much like the family
er

in the

neighborhood

of our

woodpile.

4Ί.κτ lint Win» Wins 11 Bf.ih γιικΙ'λι.μ
'·
lie who cures the ills of flesh," <|Uoth
the sage, " is even greater than lie who
compters in war." Certain it is then, that
Dr. Swayne has earned the laurel of greatliis Ointment for skin diseases has
ness.
been the meaus of releasing thousands
from the Indescribable horrors of that complaint. The l>est evidence of an article is
obtaiued by a practical test, and the nilsolicited endorsement of those who prorP.
by its use.
It was :i young housekeeper who set tin·
ake she hail baked for a surprise-party out
of «Jours one cold uiglit to lie frosted.

t

Hav Fkvku ok Scmmkk Catakkii.
This distressing complaint, obstinate in
its nature as it is disagreeable in its cir.-rts,
happily fills within range i»f the curative
Sufferers
powers of l'osn's Extract.
therefrom are strongly recommended to
combat the malady by using the Kxtract
Itself or the specially prepared Catarrh
Cure. The effect will be the allayment of
the iullimmatory action ami attendant irritation of the mucous surfaces of the
The Nasal Syringe
nose and bronchia.
and Inhaler, supplied by the Company will
be found of great service in application.
It wa^ a clever girl who, when her lover
who was too bashful to speak out, asked
"
Do write,
her what he should do, replied
and fear not."
A Significant Toast.
An Irishman drinking the health of his
"
bishop, gave this toast : May your rivererence live to eat the old hen that crows
If anything could make
over your grave."
that toast true, it is Hunt's Remedy, whose
one mission it is to prolong life, and to
deliver from the power of insidious and
mortal disease. And what more terrible
and fatal than kidney and liver diseases !
What intense suffering, too, is connec ted
with urinary troubles ! Vet here Hunt's
Remedy is King, aud it works marvels in
those who are afflicted with theje ailments.
Why shouldu't the suffering live to eat the
aforesaid old hen, when Hunt's H>inedy
ylves such renewed vigor and health?

HOOP'S S<BS<P<RILU

of a large porI» designed to meet the wants
either too poor to
tion of our people who are
too far removed
employ a physician, or are
a still larger class
to easily call one, and
medical
who are not sick enough to require
and need a
advice, and yet are out of sorts
them an a|>mcUicine to build them up. give
Mood, and oil up the niapetite. purify their
do ILs duty
will
so
it
fhinery of tlielr bodies
takes hoi J of the
willingly. No other article
like
the
spot
system and hits exactly

HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA

of
It works like magic, reaching every part
to
the human body through the blood, giving
all renewed life and energy.
take our word.
My friend, yon need not
taken one
Ask your niiûhbor. who has Just
the best
!w>ttle. lie will tell you that "It's
Invested."
I
ever
dollar
LerANOW, Χ. Π., Feb. 10,1879.
Dear sirs
Trssr.s. C» I. Hoon & Co.:

—

patent
Although greatly prejudiced against
indueed. frutn
m.-dleinesln general, I was
had heard of

your
cxeellent reports I
bottle, ln*t l*errnilwr,
i
general prostration, and
f»r dyspepsia
results from
have received very Kratifjing
bottle,
its use. I am now usiug tlie second
tor
and consider It a very valuable remedy
I:nli;;estiou aud it* attendant troubles.
Yours Iniiv,
ί'. Γ. rUL'ltCIIILL,
< I'irm of Carter & Churchill.)
the

try a
.'tarsaparilla, to
and

Gained

:τ· a gentleman who
ha.i been suffering from
tlie J yMl it y and l.anyuor 1ft Ρηι nrJe
rUUflUS
season,
1 eculiar to this
"Hood's S.\it*Ai'Aitii.LA is putting
says:
new life

right into inc. I have gained
it." Has taken
pounds since I began to take
two

ten

bottles.

Hood's Sarsai-.uulla is sold by all drugPrefor
gists. Price £1 |».-r bottle; six
pared by C. L HOOl) & CO., Lowell, Mass.

ilMorb Bemflcrat.

The
tu riiK Kt siox county committkk ok thk
COUNTY OK

PARIS, MAINE, AUGUST 33, 1883.

OXFORD.

Mr. Chairman and ifentletnen
mittee :

SIX PAGES.

«/

into the County Treasury than
declamation, select reading, poem by Wm. more money
ami lie gets it in first
Collector,
other
Bicknell, and partaking of picnic refresh- any
too. The fact that llumford
water
time,
every
the
ment* iuclading
health-giving
Andovkk, Aug. 18.—We arc being favorwith its tax this year, does hut
from the aprlng, and from ite water bottled was tbead
ed with a cool wave just now.
that was owing to a
rufc—and
the
Prot
prove
In Boatoa. The company .included
The South Andover school closed with
Luther W. Muon, his two daughter!, one pec η fier circumstance.
a pleasant picnic in Hansom's grove, last
J. II. Deniaon of the Newark, N. J.,
of whom wu Mrs. II. A. Irish with her
Minnie
Miss
was
It
taught by
Friday.
at the Hubbard
huabaud and their twins, of Hartford- Tribune, epent Sunday
Abbott of Rumford, whose success.this

OXFORD COUNTY LOCALS.

TUE SITUATION.

AN OPEN LETTER
hail a

Saturday Journal of last week,
careful review of the situation in

Maine, furnished bj reliable correspondents from all sections of th· State.

the Com-

that report we cut the following
ing Oxford County :

From

concern-

Oar Bethel correspondent has this to
County Convention held at Paris,
ol
a
member
1
elected
was
•ay:—
11th,
term Justifies her reputation as α skillful
1M.\
July
The political outlook in Oxford county
a County Committee that I supposed was a
teacher.
the
to
and
is full of hope
encouragement
I. Any per«on who takes a paper régula rl;
Greenback Committee. 1 remained a mem·
Kev. Mr. Jackson of Provlileuce, Η. I.,
repulblcans. A carefal canvas shows an
r. »· «ι «· oftoe—whether directed to hie name 01
ber of said Committee until the present increased majority from ld80, and the peo- occupied the desk at the Congregatloual
an. th. r-», or whether he haa subscribed or aotof the issues
»» re*t>on»ible for the payment.
date, hoping there would be a spark o! pie are alive to the Importance
church last Sunday. Ile Is stopping at
1. a person order· his paner d>w oatmued j
J.
election. Colonel Koble
thai involved in the
At

a

Newspaper_Decisions.

Greenbackism crop out somewhere in
Committee ; but there is none to crop out,
so 1 resign as a member of said Committer

be must pay all arrearage», or toe publ sher ma]
continue lo scud it until payment ia made, aa«
collect the whole amount, whether the paper li
lakrc from the office or not.
S. The Court* have decided thatrci'u- n»c U· taki
newspaper* and periodicals ft om the poet ufloe
ur removing and leaving th m uncalled tor, u
mom /actc cv idence ol fraud.

ELECTION MONDAY.

Republican

Sept.

for the

following

reasons :

The call for the above Convention was
for a Grecuback Convention, but It proved
to be a Fusion Convention.
Then. Aug. 4th. 1882. 1 received a notice

11.

from the Secretary of said Committee to
a Greenback Committee at So. 1'arls,

Nominations

daughter's at House.
Ε 1\ Chase, en ι
day, having left Japau on July
several weeks
IJOth.
the
the
spent
in
California
14th, arriving
Prof. Mason arrived at his

noon

that

of

Portland,

Dr.

who has

reports hU condition greatly Improved
lie Is to leave town in α short tim >.
J. C. Coolldge ami wife, Harry Λ. FletchEducational
mental music, in the Imperial
French's.
is very popular with the masses, and will
of ab- er and I). Pane Perkins, all of Portland are
leave
months'
a
six
on
Department,
The ladles of the M. K. Society held au
receive more than the party strength, as
com- registered at the Hubbard House.
will the republican congressional ticket ice cream festival at I'nloti Hall, last eve- sence. He has taught an orchestra
Mr. M. Haskell, of Lord, IIa»kell & Co.,
of first and second violins, 'cello,
receive the fall party strength. The course
posed
ning.
and family have beeu spending
of Mr. Frye In the Senate meets the hearty
Has
to
Portland,
and
clarionet
base rlol, tlutc,
play.
Died, August 14, Mrs. Melinda Coffren,
approval of our people of all parties, esmuslclaus the ele- the summer at the Hubbard House. Mr.
the
court
of
taughtone
pecially his action upon the river and har- aged 39 years.
of composition who bus composed a Haskell was formerly a clerk In the Mill
bor bill, and they will give their votes for
There was a social dance at the Hall last ments
members of the Legislature, who will refour.part song. Classes of two hundred sing Store, So. Paris. He and others who were
Our county Monday.
turn him to the U. S. Senate.
fine style English ballads with Japanese former residents of this town are now
Our farmers are beginning to cut their In
ticket is very popular with the people, and
words. Has had the assistance of Mr. It>- among the leadiug merchants of Portland.
After two years and a half of service at
Tokio, .Japan, teachlug vocal and Instru-

F. Hawvw.
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Repuclican Meetings

John

late President of the

in Paris, for bia health,

will be elected by a good majority over all ; grain.
A llberd subscription was raise I t>y the
the co-operation of
Aug 8th. 188Ϊ. I weut to Paris to attend opposition. With these flattering pros- i The Congregational Sabbath School gave : awa. Mr. Kodzn, aud
and hopeful Indications, the repuband proved that Japan- factory hands Monday, for Frank Eastman,
musician,
court
pects,
the
surio
κ.
that
committee
and,
my
oov
run
meeting,
krnou.
a concert Sunday p. Μ.
licans of old Oxford will not rest satlstied.
tse can acquire our methods of sinking. who cut hie band so badly a short time ago.
prise. I found assembled together there, They know "The price οΓ liberty is eterBryant's 1\»ni>. Aug. 15.—The fall term It is a mcutal feast to talk with Mr. MaThe factory pays its hands every month
six Democrat·, four Fusionists, and my- nal vigilance." They do not undervalue
comwill
known
much to their gratification and protlt.
School
Pond
have
of
unI
now,
the
nor
whom
High
Bryant's
son, a Turner boy,
self added to the uumber, making eleven. the slreugth of the opposition,
means to which they will re- mence September 18. under the instruction
A good blacksmith, an ornamental paintIIartfokd.
from a child.
was there, and scrupulous
Committee
No
Greenback
• Κ UoitUAU
Neither do they resort to obtain votes.
er and a tin plater are wanted by Paris Hill
of Miss M. J. Cummings of Sumner.
there is none in Oxford .County at this
ly upon the widespread divisions existing
Κκ/.αιι Falls.—It has been <|uite cool I
Kev. H. S. Whitman of Minot, is stopM'f'g Co.
themresolved
have
dale.
rauks.
in
their
1
They
iur KtirmtAT\tiv*> xo wi u».
the most of the time since the big showers Mr. Editor:—
The National Greenback Labor Party, selves into a committee of the whole aud ping at Miss S. Per ham's.
I
rain greatly beneTHOMAS K. RKKD, of Portland.
will work with a »rill, until victory crowns
Blueberries are plenty at six cents per Tuesday the 17th. The
It seems a pity to spoil the reputation
which I «n a member of, is the origiual
eleventh
the
with
success
efforts
their
day
and
corn
fitted
of
Lewiston.
Jr.
IMViLK^
ΝKI.M)Ν
potatoes. Grain and inea- for bravery which the "daughters of S. P.
on
quart.
the
of
couutry,
Anti-Monopoly Party
of September.
and In good conί
Stearns" gained on the 11th Inst. Hut
( HARLKS A BDl l KI.LK.of Bangor.
Ansel Dudley has recently purchased the dow hay arc mostly cut.
Ou the other hand, the fusion leaders
money, on transportation, un laud and on
to South Hitaken
is
The
dition.
grain
c.
on the wall—Ttktl, O. C. Houghton stand at the village,
the
truth
1 labor, and it
advo"handwriting
requires it. The skunk was killed
all
honest
invites
SKTH L. M1LL1KKN. of Belfast.
again
the balance and
ram. and threshed iu Eugeue Stanley's ma- that afternoon
art weighed in
Thou
•
by a stnne thrown by a man.
cates of reform on those questions to unite
Dixpiei.d.—Mr. James S. Wldber has chine, where they can turn out a bushel a
found wanting." The leaders are making
cor\TY TICKET.
The girls,one of whom was m-f Mr. Stearns's
with it in carrying them to a successful
desperate « fforts. appealing to the payions I recently bought the promising five-year minute, If the grain Is In good condition.
daughter, had the pleasure of inhaling the
"
issue at the polls, and kill υΐΓ both of the ami prejudices of their followers in vain. ! old
For M'n»tors
trotting colt, Bell Thornton," of the
Parties proposing to put stock and 500
Their movements are known to the reFusion
the
perfume while returning from
But
dellclous(?)
old
hard
money
parties.
from T. II.
ECKLEY T ST Κ Λ UN S of LovelL
as many who have voted with Morrill Ku^x Stock Farm,
hands into a shoo shop. If Cornish would a walk. Even if they had had the good
publicans,
a
also
and
Convention of July 11th, 1S82,
JAMES W. CLAKK of Andover.
them before have declared their purpose Thornton of Franklin Plantation.
build a suitable building for that purpose, fortune to encounter the animal while still
Tor sheriff.
majority of the Committee elected at that to do so no longer. Some indicate au inBusiness is lively.
and exemption from taxation for ten years.
JORDAN STACY of Porter.
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alive, I scarcely think they would have
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not
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will
tention
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voting
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X. S. Hawkes, the celebrated and well- I Cornish voted to accept. Tit* otT^r was
and still
For County Attorney.
eared to come ucar enough to kill him with
old hard monev Democrats ; we will nurse others will support Solon Chase;
*
others are Jacksonian democrats from known artist, Is stopping at the National made that Lynn might give δΙΛ.000 for sticks.
JAMES S WRIGHT of I'wis.
out
Greento
j thkin and build them up pick
and believe in an honest admin 1 House.
principle,
to stay there. They did so, and CorFor Clerk of Court*.
them
! backers' eyes, so they can lead them as istration of public affairs, a free ballot and
K. G. Beynolds has a line stock of mcd· nish has lost their shoe factory.
Sol'tii Pakis.—The bridge by the it■ »ur
\LBERT S. AUSTIN of Dixflekl.
they would a bliud man wherever they an honest count, a sound financial policy, icines and drugs in his drug store on Main
mill
has recently been repaired In a manner
For omtniAnlcner».
In
Porter,
shot
The young man I.lbby.
and an independent, incorruptible JudiciFR WK V. BRADLEY of Fryeburg, [ please.
These will either refrain from vot- j Street.
is out of i'oors feeling no unpleasant sen- highly creditable! ?) to the town.
ary.
I would ask Has the Greenback party
t.l OKC.E F. HAMMOND of I'ar.s.
The Dixtleld woolen carding mill is in sation from the bullet.
ing. or give their votes for the men who
The New Orleans Minstrels were In town
For H· gbter of IHmh!»,
any existence as a distinct organization iu most nearly represent their views. With full
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operation,
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! the County of Oxford, to-day? If it has. I these stubborn facts meeting them on convenience for the citizens lu this viJOHN F STANLEY of Paris.
were seen on the road with their teams entertainments ; their band music was exthe opposition leaders have
would like to have some Greenbacker tell every side,
\v»:mki.> Disratcr'
shouted themselves hoarse, charging the cinity.
loaded down with summer board- ceedingly tine.
heavily
of Fryeburg.
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me where it is. and who are its leaders?
with bribery and coraiption,
Messrs. P. F K'lgore i Co., our cuter- ers, bound for
I
Rev. E. C. Ingalls has returned from his
republicans
places of Interest. The
For Tnasnrtr,
The County Convention of July 11th. aud and for their exhaustive labor, the people
prising carriage makers, are doing a Hue anulin* brook·*, rivers, l.ik· s, ρ m Κ (îreat vacation.
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JAKYIS C. MARBLE of Paris.
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Mr. John Carsley's team ran away near
has been bribed? What about Murch aud
Falls, Hiram, and m nintain scenery, all
that Convention, have said to the old hard
l.vld on the river and harbor bill? Frye,
DiXKiKU» —The Andr«>scofr~!u Vailey having romantic appearance f »r Boston- the flour mill. Saturday. Mr. C.'s wagon
to
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money Democrats, what the wife
Hale. Diugley and Heed were at their post,
Angling Association of Dixfleld, was or- lane, confined mostly within city limits.— pole was broken, also a |»r*lr of shafts for
her husband when he come home under the and recorded their votes agaiust it. ami to
Mr. True.
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We are for reform. There was an op- the cholc of the following ofticers Frank
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Milton Plantation.—Miss Annie
The men we helped to elect Stanley Pres. ; 1). C. Wllloughby, clerk;
I portunity.
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Thornton of Franklin 1'lautatlou, closed a
you monument of infamy !" Now, Gentle- failed us at the critical moment." < >xford C. L.
soou suppressed, as a burning chimney
Dillingham, Treasurer ; W. F. Putmen of the Committee. 1 don't propose to county will do h»-r part toward Kiviug ColCanton Village. Tuesday. August --M.
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tbat old party ; and 1 don't propose
go
Wkm Pakis.—Mr. P. W. Locke, general
hop fields, on Zircon Hill, to be found in
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With a serious accident last Tuesday afteror fcl.LMYOKTU,
public meetings have been held, as Griffith. Wm. W. Smith, Frank Stan'ey,
11th. 1jv»2. were never published in any yet. but there has been individual activity,
Mr. Locke was at the
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Norway.—We are sorry to learn that
I
Greenback paper, nor never will be for fear and it is observed that everywhere
time working the boring machine, boring
L'.'d,
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of coutidunce prevails; that, as far K. Chase. K. G. Reynolds. John R Trask, Mrs. E. (>. Allen is <|uito sick.
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of true Greenbackers knowing the cussed- spirit
knots from spruce lumber preparatory for
llchron Academy. Wednesday. Aug. L'Stl,
a* can be jud^eJ,
everything is working John <> Kidder, C. L. Dillingham. Kdward
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Your end and
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the grinders, when by some means the hit
satisfactorily for republican success. The
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W. H. Tainter,
Lovejoy, Wed η es 11» nuruiug f »r Peak's Island.
aim is to kill Republicans with your striped craze which for the past two years has Stanley,
caught the linger next to the little linger of
At 7 .·>» o'clock. P. M.
Geo. J. Brown, W. F. Putnam, Win. W. !
Miss M ittie F. Brooks commenced a
clubs ; but what are you going to do with swept men off their political moorings—
his left hand, tearing it from the joint and
WestW.
this not to such au extent in
Abbott, M
Kilgnre.—Journal.
term of school at Andov· r last Monday.
the Democrat» after you kill all the Repub- though
otherwise lacering the hand badly.
ern Oxford as some other sections of the
Stephen Pottle sold his black horse one
licans? The) are both in the same hard State—has
Fkanki.in Plantation.—The followins
The family physician of Mr. Rodney
apparently whirled by, and
WILL M*KAK At
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Mrs. Clara Drake and Miss Lizzie Shack\t 7 » o'clock. P. M
snake will illustrate your case. The farm- bear the reputation of having embraced State Street. Boston; Thomas A. McKneTuesday,
Aug. 15. and with the help of Mr.
ley entertained their Sunday school classes, Chatlln's
er found a snake very cold and stirt". and the least amount of real substance by the ney, l»oss cutter, of the firm of J. C. Lltattending
physician the limb was
\
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and Miss Mary E. Thornton, of grove.
in before the tire, and when his snakeship
man taken liome ou the Wednesday i. m.
lusion, too. and is readv to return to his Boston;
The following are booked for Old Of chThe time ha- coiue Γ··γ the nomination grew warm an 1 began to revive he then at- tlrst love, which means anything to beat the Webster House, Kast Boston, with
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He is assuming the very Miss Mary Moens of X. Y. City; also Miss ard this week
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Go.
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children of the paths of rectitude they
and Miss Susar. j W. Holmes and wife; Mr. F.. S. Mason II. Locke &
his wife and children.
Apportionment i>v the !a>t Legislature, deCo., ami are tilling up thw mill
should walk in, and lectures upon any- laud; Miss Letltla Love
Now. Gentlemen of the Committee. I a.-»k thing to win votes. 44 Tb m Stst ra" has no Love, Portland; and Miss LizzieThornton, aud wife.
volves· a ce:;> ate duty up >n the j>eople. in
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ela>sc<! towns. Mutual forbearauce, anil you to select some other man from my appreciable circulation here. Three cop- in t|;e employment of Jordan, Marsh .* Co.,
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by
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The many friends of Miss Olive F. Heald,
they will support him very enthusiastischool In District No. 3, on the attended the wound.
It is unfortunate far Governor l'laieted.
c.ipa'le men, men »! » will ait from their
The honest farmer and artisan primary
cally.
Miss Sarah Bradford, of South Paris, of Sumner, who bas been an invalid for
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2*th lost.
conv ictions of r ^h*. and who stand flrm'.y to say the least. that some of his indiscreet sticks a pin in the fact that his voice has
1- should have enumerated as among
to get relief from a headache, recently many years, will r«*j >ice t<) hear that lier
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been always raised for equal rights, against
upon the Republican l'latf«>rm.
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think ti it tin ·!■ f« at ot a candidate ly
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every
Maine, the details of which are still fresh State good. In the light of snch honesty
Messrs. Faunce A Elder have sold their
Delegates from the totms composirg
ing of the pipe.
will result in no ^eriou- consequences ; in the memories of mo»t of our readers.
of purpose, they cannot afford to let go
On Aug. 23 the Fryeburg Temperance meat market to Fred Brigps of South Paris the représentative districts of this sectien
tLat the party i- strong enough, and we After the couut out had ueen completed— their hold
upon this man, aud they will
the Martha's and Lorren 'Γ. Brett of Otisfleld. They will assemble at Canton on Thursday,
-hall have the ^ratiticatiou of se ing the over thirty members elect of the Legisla- see to It that he is re-elected by a rousing Camp-meetiutf will meet at
refused certificates of
been
ture
bavins
Grove Camp Grounds, where they will be will commeucc business at ouce under the the :51st iust. to nominate a candidate for
But. i- it -- ? I-et us look
man defeated.
majority.
election and certitlcates given to men who
the Legislature to be supported by the reand tlrm of Hrett ά Briggs.
The consequences may be were not elected—the following despatch
at the matter.
—The issue is clear and distinct ; there is addressed by Representative Uiugley,
Sl.oCUM
We are sorry to hear that Rev. Mr. Wis- publicans of this district.
d.-a-trou-. A l s >i !iat >r is to l>e chosen was sent to and read at a Fusion meeting no mistaking or confusing it. The Coun- Senator Prye, also I)r. J. A. Swett of
cil claim the right to dictate the appoint- Brownileld, has promised to be present to wall is no b-tter, and does not tlud the
1879:
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hv the Lt slature elected in September,
K. S I'M sun, Aug. is.—Mr. Albion W.
ments of the Executive.
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House and Senate nominate separate· ΓΙΠ7Ε5·
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Robinson of Lynn, Mass, sou of Krvin
or Basgor, believe that the oov
If they have not that right, then the
mv K AKDCorociL or this >taie. is the is·
Still K. P. W. is improving his build- result as his frieu l·» h&d hoped. There Robinson Ksi|
Council Is guilty of Usurpation, their acly, aud f they both Louiinate the same 81'MTIOX
formerly of K. Sumner,
'»r THE KITCKSS AM> TABlLATIOJi OF
He has built a piazza arouud his are many anxious ones here in Norway, died
:nan. they uuet in :oiut convention and de- THE "λΧΕ. «Hll H lUVLJl'ST USES <ΌΜΙ1.ΕΤ·1>, tion is revolutionary and. lu tendency di- ings.
very suddenly at Lynn on the 14th.
IS COMPLIAK1 Ε WITH THE CONST!·
rectly subversive of the Government it- store, and put a coat of paint on.
praying for more favorable uews, and his llis remains were brought to K. S nnuer
If not. they proceed to HATE ACTEl>
care L.m elected.
TC1IOS AS1> THE LAWS. ASD WE WILL 8Γ9ΤΑ1*
self.—[Oor. I'laintrd.
Mr. J. C. Gerry is fixing up the old speedy recovery.
for intermeut, and arrive»! iu a goo«l state
elect ou oint ballot, by a majority vote. THEM ASD THK CON8T1TILED AITIIOKIT1ES OK
It is the constitution al duty of the GovTHE STATE, TO AST EXTENT ABD AT ALL HAZC. II. Noble, of Noyes' drug store, is of
Warren store for his goods.
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Fryeburg is awaking from her slumbers away rusticating at the Isl&uds near Portreturned to thi i
On Thursday <|Hite a train of KxcursionOthers.
vice and consent of the Council to apthe
near
After a week's sojourn
aud is really approaching the front as oue land.
ists went over the R F. £ lJ. R. R to
The nature of the outrages thus endorsed
you aiiord to withhold your vote from the
point." It is the constitutional duty of of the liveliest towns.
briny deep, and a visit at his home in Old Orchard.
man who will support him. if elected? wsj. *o fully made known at the time as to
call for no explanation now. The above the Council to refuse to coutlrm when they
Mr. William Kelly, Jr., one of our re- East Poland, we expect to see our young
v.Mir individual vote may decide the comSummer visitors are returning to their
despatch shows that in this, as in other consider the nomination an unsuitable spected citizens, is doing a large aud sue" friend back at his place of business, much
homes.
plexion of the next Legislature, and who matters, Plauted is sailing uuder false col- one.
Any nomination made to punish a- cessful business iu his well known livery improved in health. Hobbs will then
«hall be the Γ. S. Seuator. In relation to ors. and that his attempts, through his
The many friends [of Miss Olive F. Heald,
(aithful "Hirer by supplanting him. is an
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to
cover
tracks,
stable. He Is ever ready to serve his cus- take his vacation, no donbt.
up
who has been an invalid for mauy years,
Governor and Representatives to Con- new>paper organs,
unsuitable one. The Council did its duty
are as foolish as they will be unavailing.
The summer term of school in Dist. No. will
tomers to perfection, and we all wish him
tre-». a plurality of votes elects.
Every
rejoice to learn that her health has
nobly in defending Judge Libby. The peo- success in the future.
11 closed July 28th. Miss Ella F. Moul\ >ter should feel his individual responsigreatly improved since her removal to
Tut Aryus of Friday contained a cuple will endorse their course.
Un the evening of the 10th, a large num- ton taught the school and did most excel- Old Orchard.
bility. aud not feel indiiTereut. We should rious article entitled "sudden conversDEATH OF HON'. N. S. LITTLEFIELD. ber of teachers from all over the uuion, lent work. There is no district in town
.so arrange our ousiness as to be at the
"Hartford Cold Spring," located near
ion·!,' which purport* to have been comlion. Nathaniel S. Littlefleld died at his met at the residence of Hon. George B. whero both parents and scholars take the residence
of your venerable corresponpolls early, aud deposit our vote for those
Tuesin the pure atmosphere of Paris home iu Bridgton at 6 o'clock P.
Barrows. Among the principal teachers more Interest in education. Whole num- dent "Hartforil," is becomiug celebrated
men. and *hose only, who represent our posed
day.
Sum m.
Sir. Littlefleld was born in Wells, Sept. were Miss Bowker, of the Forest City, ber of scholars 2·.'; average attendance 21. for its excellent merits.
principle.-. I oall attention to thi.- subject Hill. Its author should have waited
1804. He received a public school also Miss Hull of Rockland, Maine, and The following did not miss a day : Lucre23d,
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education and then studied law, being ad- Mr. Prescott of New Jersey.
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who was so long and
in Fryeburg Is excellent and Minnie Upton, Gertie Bennett, Lola Her·
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the matter, and know, and feel his imh'After the death of William
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rick. Birdie Ilerrick, Hosie Symonds, known as
riihtnl responsibility.
of Hebron Academy,
Pike, Mr. Littletleld took his office, aud prospering well.
brain. The whole piece is
K. W. WuODHl'KY.
Gracie Symonds.—Advertiser.
soon after formed a law partner ship with
The crops are looking well.
has built up a very large and interesting
was
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has no point ; can convince no one, and is W. P. Fessenden, which
My brother reporter of Bethel, speaks
Maka.nocook Bakbkcve.—1The Kumford
Mr. Fesseuden's removal to Portland in
The recent
Paris.—De*. Elbridgc Forbes Is shingl- school at North Hridgton.
for the former rain,
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in which the people of
'-■* A"
.aies
Though ranking as & law- Urge interest,
a
great stake. During the
the very front of our bar. with a Maine have
yer
lHSJour
\t-ar
principal ship building dispersonal character above reproach, and
as
launch
will
trict
large a number of
*.tn (.\er\ attribute "which doth beseem
as
it ever did in a
wooden
sailing
4
ships
-d^e," Gov. l'UUted has refused torevessels were
those
when
even
term
first
.nt i..m at the close of his
\ single year
Whatthe world.
of
ocean
the
be:
refused
feighters
has
he
bench. And
be before us in regard
contests
ever
may
Judge Libbey gave judgment j
commerce, no
a·
the conspirators who sought to to a revival of American
is
who
man
Maine
intelligent as to the
: \ the life of the State, by destroyvote to sacrifice an
can
State
of
his
future
The
er.: the integrity of its government.
-nder t e

displeasure,

■

thou sa ml

depositors

In 1882 there

are

in the Savings Banks. they

nearly ninety thousand.

··

r

"J 'J

into an issue,

rather than meet their opponents and the
people on the one lire and leading question

only the population we
before them, the question all-important to
is remarkable, and
exhibit
this
have,
the people of Maine, whether their Govshows a condition of comfort and thrift
in the exercise of
shall be
In

not

the

a

State with

surpassed by

globe.

With

many communities

a

deposit

of ready cash

Savings Banks
already amounting to forty millions of
dollars, and increasing rapidly every week,
it will be hard to convince the People of

in National Banks and

upheld

ernor

on

his Constitutional functions and prerogatives."

Of

course

and of

a

the election of

legislature

Congressman

which will choose

a

U. S. Senator, has nothing to do with
the issue above presented. But so far as

Maine that the financial system under the election of Governor is concerned, we
which this result has been attained is un- have here the distinct avowal that Gov.

under every discouragement favorable to their interests. The Tariff,
present Kxecutive Council refused most interest which
so energetically main- the Internal Revenue, the Currency, have
far
been
thus
has
Pf >rl\ to contirm any one of the resi»ecbeen regulated by Republican Administained.
ta
gentlemen nominated by the Govover a list trations, and it is idle for empirical econcall
to
be
curions
would
It
If
frr. r to till
Judge Libbey's place.
of the people of Maine omists to oppose it with extravagant the•key hail done otherwise they would have of the occupations
to supplant it by vistf.aJe the m-el ve* partakers of the crime and after a careful inspection of its details ories, or to attempt
of
finance.
that
one
schemes
Laws, howout
ionary
w:.!ch a just judge is to be punished to have the Free-trader point
the
do
of
can
destruction
the
ever
wise,
nothing
against the
r r<«.
lately doing his duty against con- would be helped by
one that idleness and improvidence of the People.
indeed,
Tariff—or
Protective
spirators who belong to his own party.
first But the people of Maine are industrious
In the {*nding eleetion therefore the would not be harmed by it. The
would and provident, and wise laws have aided
Free-trader
the
indicated
one
rr"·'
of
by
that
is
-mportant local question
interest,which them. They are sober, earnest and thrifstaining an honest and independent probably be the navigation
is
ty. Intemperance has steadily decreased
Judkiarj. That great blessing—price- he would boastfully maintain seriously
the
But
in the State since the first enactment of
Tariff.
a Protective
tu the
people—has always been en· injured by
the destruc- the Prohibitory Law, until it can now be
desire
not
would
v}*d in Maine. Our Supreme Court, ship-owner
if said with truth that there is no equal
never more eminent than to-day, has al· tion of the protection to manufactures
with it the number of people in the Anglo-Saxon
carried
it
time
*
same
the
at
bet. η distinguished for great legal
of the navi- world among whom so small an amount
4kJii.ty. for high {tersonal character, for destruction to the protection
from secur- of intoxicating liquor is consumed as
purity and for impartiality. Every man gation interest, which comes
built among the six hundred and fifty thousand
to
American
trade
*bc votes for Governor Piaisted, votes to ing the coasting
to inhabitants of Maine.
Not
vessels.
owned
"®power him to punish a just judge for and American
envessels
Personal discussion of candidates, in
countless
•
the
sailing
-Iwog las duty conscientiously and fear- speak of
the
Atlanon
trade
the
the
presence of really important political
coasting
>'· There is not a voter in the State gaged in
the notice of the in•ho doe» noe know that Judge Libbey tic, the Uulf and the Pacific, it must be issues, sinks below
enis pertinent and fair
It
voter.
that the steam tonnage
telligent
*'H i*
honorably restored to the Bench remembered
the ticket presented
that
and
built
all
to
however,
1
say,
°»°nel Robie is elected, and that Gov. gaged in the same trade,
of
than
the
is
States,
larger
by
Republicans Maine is one of ex·
^•aist-d will refuse because of
Lib- owned in the Cnited

Judge

subject
possibly galvanize

every

can

people on the isattempted reversal

Plaisted goes before the
sue

of sustaining the

of the

popular

Judge Libbey

vote in

1879, by dropping

from the

.Supreme

Court

because he gave such opinions at that
time, in concurrence with other Justices

of the

Supreme Court, as blocked the
plot of the counting-out conspir-

the

ators.

There is

old story often told to illustrate the loss of decency, which rep-

résente

an

some

declaring
proud to
proclamation calling on

worthless fellow

that he had the itch and
own

the

it ;

but this

people

was

of Maine to re-elect Governor

Plaisted in order to enable him to

drop

Judge Libbey from the Bench, and thus
punish a Democratic Judge for declaring
the count-out illegal, furnishes an exam·

pie of greater

hardihood.

counting-out conspirators are encouraged by the election of 1880, when α
Presidential contest prevented a direct expression on their proceedings, that they
rettlly think the people of Maine in their
cool jugdment deliberately endorse their
attempt to count out on technicalities and
The

thirty-seren RepubliRepresentatives admit-

ted to have been elected

by the people, in
order to change the legislature from a
Republican to a Fusion body. They

overlook the fact that since that time the
have been

people

thinking over

look the fact that the

publicans
ing

this wick-

dangerous conspiracy. They over-

ed and

of the Re-

course

in the winter of 1881 in refus-

advuntage

to take an

of

strict and

a

technical construction of the law which

would have kept Plaisted

occupies,

which he

fair-minded

out of the seat

has demonstrated to

the importance of

men

implicit

honest count and

obedience to

patriotic action set by the Republicans in
1881, it is amazing that Gov. Plaisted'β
frienda should have

ing
ing

people

to the

the count-

re-opened

and ahould be present·
as the leading iasuc on

question,

out

which he asks for votes, an endorsement
of the State steal and the punisnment of
able and conscientious

so

Democrat

a

in
for

aa

opinion

an

Governor

a

thirty-aeven
Representatives elected by

and Council to count out

Senators

the

and

such pre**xU as Gov.Garcelon and Councillor Fogg did.

people,

on

enterprising Washington Correspondent of the Lewiston Journal, has a
closing communication,relating to Maine's
Congressmen personally. From his arThe

the flnal clauses

cut

we

follows

as

:

CONGRESSMAN DINGLET.

Though

Dingley

Mr.

he

stranger

a

was

to most of the members of

Congress

when

here last December, his reputaGovernor of Maine, and as a stud-

came

tion
ent

as

of finance and

reform, had yet

perance

that

bim,

gone before

him

Speaker placed
banking and

and the
mittee

advocate of tem-

an

an

the

on

com-

currency and on
the Alchoholic Liquor Traffic. In

on

on

the earlier part of the session the work of
fhe former committee was quite onerous,
and Mr.

Dingley

entered into it

with

assigned
duty of preparing a report on the silver
question. 1 am told that when it was
completed a number of the leading financiers of both parties, in the House, were
To him

great interest.

the

was

called in to consider it, in order that it

might

be

before

perfect

mitted to the

House.

being subSo carefully

had the work been done that

gested

of the

change.
banking and

sug-

no one

When the

a

measures

currency committee
have been before the House, Mr. Ding-

thoroughly

has shown himself

ley

famil-

iar with every detail, und is prepared
all objections.
This is the

to answer

kind of work that wine
among hid

fellow

speech
was regarded
on

Mr.

Banking

the National
so

reputation

a man

member».

I).

convincing
printed it for

culation in every State.
The Committee on Alchohlolic
Traffic authorized Mr.

β

system

able and

the national committe

that

cir-

Liquor

Dingley
the report on this bill to provide for a
commission on that subject, and this reto prepare

port has attracted much attention.

Dingley's

Mr.

sion

made

was

first

on

the

tection of American

speech

of the

subject

ses-

of the Pro-

Shippping,

and

was

highly praised by the press and correspondents. His remarks in opposition to
the Yorktown liquor bills, and on reduction of taxation, and of the public debt
have attracted much more than ordinary
notice.
He

was &

member of the

joint

com-

the memory of James A. Oarfield whose duty it was to arrange the
memorial service at which Mr. Blaine's
mittee

on

oration

was

delivered.

As

everyone
well

knows, the committee's work
done.

was

I have been at the House

ber

ever

to

have found Mr.

day during

the session.

other member of whom
be said, and I

remem-

Dingley

ab-

He has not missed

sent from his seat.
a

of

scores

times this session, but I do not

I know of
much

as

no
can

the

Spartan
required
in sitting out some of the tariff speeches.
Now, Messrs. Editors, in closing this
series of Washington letters, I want to
fortitude, which

appreciate

must have been

little say of my own abont
Mr. Dingley. Your readers will underbe allowed

a

stand that it is I and

who says
modest
this,
pencil
please keep your
I wish to say
out out of these lines.
tnat Mr. Dingley's progress and reputanot jou

so

tation in the House has been unusual,
and very flattering both to him and bis

constituents.

He has

of influence such

place
proud

be

to

attain

at

already

as

a

reached

man

a

might

the end of his

ond term, and he has served but a
session. The secret of his success
to me to lie in the

contempt, however ridiculous GOVERNOR
PLAI8TKD

they

may seem.
Mr. Dingley has introduced the follow-

sec-

single
seems

untiring industry,—

the continual hard work—which has
made him a master of the great questions

which have arisen, and in that courtesy
which seeks to remove men's prejudices
by the force of logic rather than to treat

AND THE

SPOILS 8Y3TKM.

ing hills of a public nature :—
"To provide for commission to investi- To the Editor of (to· Kennther Journal :
Uovernor I'laisted in hi* letter of acgate the liquor traffic." This bill was
favorablj reported by the House commit- ceptance, has much to say about the
tee and placed on the calender.
On a spoils system. Why, thui great reformer
motion to suspend the rules and piss it, during bis term of office, has done little

the vote Htood 112 to 87—not the
The bill
essary two-thirds.
reached in regular order, when

vote only is necessary.
"To reduce the duty on
lasses."

subject

"To

nec-

else than attempt to

nut

officers

li-

would

competent

remove

fully acquainted with the duties
a major- of their several
positions, wounded and
brave soldiers, and fill their places with
sugar and mo- his own party men, wholly unacquainted

ity

the sale of

was

imported

with the duties of the

places

place them.

He

in which he

has done his

quors to the operation of the same State best to remove every soldier, and that
laws that control the sale of domestic li· without
cause, and because the Council
quor*." Not as yet acted upon by the did not concur with him in his effort to
committee on ways and means.
remove these brave and
competent men,
"To extend to sailing vessels in un- and aid him in
his own

loading
are

cargo the

granted

privileges

same

steamships."

to

placing

that in their
Passed the cil

in the Senate.

"To remit consular fees and reduce

partisans

places he talks about
making war upon him.

House, and has been favorably reported

the Coun-

If there has been any conflict of

opin-

ion, I submit that the Governor alone is

responsible for it. He commenced an
and tonnage taxes."
Not attack
upon competent men in violation
acted upon by committee on Commerce. of
every principal of civil service reform.
"To reduce fees charged vessels." Re- The Council said
no, as it was their conported favorably by committee on Com- stitutional right and duty to say, if they
merce, and on Calendar.
believed that the interests of the State
"To provide for the issue of gold cer- would be
the

hospital

tificates."

Favorably reported

and in-

into bank extension bill, and

corporated

has become

OUR CONGRESSMEN.

ticle

them with

an

popular will, if we would maintain
our popular form of government.
After the example of fair dealing and
the

impaired or imper- Judge Libbey for joining
the impelling elec- that it it
contrary to law

Our prospects are so promising, the
surroundings of the l'arty in Maine are so
that

Senator* and

can

Frederic Kobie.

found in the State than

interest

State who cannot get steady employment
^
ple of Kansas. But the Lecompton swindle, as it became popularly known, was at fair wages. Every branch of industry I1
the great agricultural innot so bad nor so bald nor so shameless is flourishing :

Maine to entrust him with the Kxecutive

I

in defiance of law

No man better fit-

excellence.

1 he coasting ted for the Governor's chair could be

ago.

alive the

keeps

ceptional

other issue

popular rights as was
conspiracy of
187t>-80. And now to-day, in the year
of grace 1882, nearly three year» after
the ignominious failure of that conspiracy
Governor Plaisted asks the people of

say that it h as in
great misfortune that

respects a
election following

Mr.

a

me

nianv

were

years ago, and
of their defeat

attempted

of Maine for authoritative decision.

rs

in

of America, and out of it will restore us I<ong accustomed to public life, thoroughpending
the ly intelligent on all matters pertaining to
before the people of Maine, the question to our former and worthy rivalry with
the interest of the State, of the highest
involved in this attack upon an indepen- chief commercial nation of the globe.
in
holdpersonal character, he combines every reqdent and fearless Judiciary is enough tc Therefore the Republicans unite
our own usite for the honorable position of Chief
for
to
the
trade
on
coasting
arouse every man in the State to activity ing
Executive. The four gentlemen who are
and zeal. The Democratic party lost vessels, and will yield to no compromise
on this
presented for Representatives in Congress,
point.
power in the nation more than twenty
If there

Aug. Λ,

course

which threatened the jteace and
der of the State.

C ΧΜΡΑΙΓ.Ν.

Τ

honorable

most

law.

a

"To limit the
silver dollar of

coinage of the standard
11J.J grains to the de-

mands of business."
ed from committee

Favorably

on

injured by change.

but labor for the

term of office

A careful search of the

spoils.

departments

the State House will confirm this.

report- such

House calendar.

Indeed,

this civil reformer, this enemy of the
spoils system has done little during his

a

with such

man

at

Kor

record to

a

at-

palm himself off upon an intel"To remit duties on wire rope when usligent people, as an anti-spoils man—a
ed in equipping vessels for the foreign
civil service reformer, to say the least,
carrying trade.
smacks not a little of the demagogue, es"To remit duties on ship-building,
pecially as the Democratic party to which
materials used in the construction of ves- he
belongs is the father and owner of the
sels to be employed in the foreign carryspoils system. The naming of Garfield
ing trade."

tempt

Both the above bills are be-

fore the ways and means committee, who
decline to act until the tariff commission

report.

"To

inquire

provide

joint

a

committee to

into the condition and

American

interests,"

shipbuilding
commerce,

and

December.
the

com-

passed

both

days of the session.
adjust the duty on hay so as to
the 20 per cent duty which ex-

Houîcs in the last
restore

ship-owning

and

and report next

on

"To

wants of

favorably reported by

This was

mittee

for

isted from 1S68 till the decision of the
court a

short time ago."

This bill

was

favorably reported by the ways
means committee and by a vote of

Republicans

required

to I Democrats ; but

and
six

as

it

two-thirds vote to take it up,
passed in the closing days

a

to

in connection with his petty tricks to recompetent officers, is shameful and

move

impudent.
no

The lamented Garfield had

conflict with the Senate.

call in

question

nominations.

made it their

duty

duty
judgment

State

good

the

on

have

reject

as

his

does the
it the

make

reject,

if in their

people demands

of the

the Governor's side.

State, it is
The ('onncil

with him.

He will say

If there is trouble in

it.

all

to do so,

our

Council to

our

He did not
to

He knew the Constitution

Constitution of
of

right

their

quarrel

no

our

that he made his nominations

as

a

mat-

right. Agreed, says the Council,
rejected as a matter of right and duty.

ter of
we

We assail

S.

no man.

FOR SALE,

AKK THEY

it could not be

of the session."

If

believe the

one can

Roston

(Hul·*,

Commerrial and
As it is right that the people should other
a hig slice of
of
their
kind,
papers
know how their representatives have dis- the Democratic
is in the
in
Maine
party
charged the duties they are paid to at- market, and for sale to the highest bid-

.tryus, Bangor

Eastern

tend to, I have spent considerable time der.
loeking up the roll-cails in the Con-

in

gressional Record,
ly

means

of

of members.
time

a

which furnish the

Of

member

a

what

portion of the et and
attended, but they give a bought

member is

a

ing

a

that the

money than the
express the fear

do not need to be bribed, the
come

from the other

Democrats must, according to the
be for sale in considerable quanti-

when he is

of the Democratic newspapers

put the number on the block as high a*
or in the lobby talk- ten
thousand, and profess to fear that

commit tee-room
with

more

ballots must

Argus,
eating his lunch ty. Some

at the House restaurant, or

in

have

Republicans

course

very good idea of how much he has been side.
in his seat. Sometimes the roll will be
called when

journals complain

on- Fus ion is te
have, and
the attendance that thousands of votes will be bought.
these roll-calls As
will vote their own tick-

ascertaining

exactly

do not show

These

Republicans

constituent.

I suppose some the Republicans will outbid them at the
for questions auction. We believe this to be a base
been able to make slander.
We do not believe that ten

allowance should be made

upon which he has not
In justice to Mr. Murch
up his mind.

I will say that hi· health

was

bad at the

thousand

or

ten

Maine make

a

hundred Democrats in

practice

of

selling their

first of the session ; but it is also true votes. If we are mistaken, then it* Dethat there were few roll-calls at that mocracy is more corrupt even than the
time. Let it be recorded, also, that he bitterest opponents have ever alleged.
alone of the Maine delegation answered If we are not mistaken, the Democratic
to one roll

ures

I

call,

not

give ought

tween the

long

ago.

to settle the

Rockland

The

dispute

Opinion

fig.
btf-

and my

organs are guilty of vile abuse of their
folks and should be promptly cen-

own

sured

by

their

patrons.—Γrest.

friend, the Washington correspondent of
the Free Pre**, who asserted that Mr.
—Congressman Lindsey, who is ill,
Murch had been absent a good deal. and was forbidden
by his physician to
Mr. Reed was absent three or four days
return to Washington, is blamed by the
in May, and while he was gone the
House had eighteen roll-calls.
Argus because he was not in his seat
I give the record of the four member· when the River and Harbor bill was passwho are candidates for re-el?ction :
Coned over Presdent Arthur's veto.

There have been 268 roll-calls in all.
gressman Lindsey was paired with ConMr. Reed has been absent from 49.
whose health is robust ;
Mr. Dingley has been absent from 18. gressman Ladd,
Mr. Ladd has been absent from 147. —and whose lungs are of the soundest,
Mr. Murch bas been absent from 183. as attendants on the Fusion meeting in
It will be seen that Murch has been Alfred can
testify. Mr. Lindsey would
absent from over two-thirds of the roll
have voted to sustain the veto had he
calls, and Mr. L*dd from nearly threebeen in Washington. As Mr. Ladd obSmiley.
fifths.
served the pair, it is to be presumed that
—William H. English's speech before
he would have voted against the veto—
the Indiana Democratic State Convenhe been in hie scat instead of negto
so
the
as
tion w
satisfactory
Republicans had
that the State Committee has offered to lecting his 'duties and making cheap
distribute 10,000 copies of it if Mr. Eng- stump speeches in Maine.
lish will furnish them. The latter saya
—The question natually arises wheththat the Republicans believe that the
speech will be an effective campaign doc- er Fusion party leaders and Fusion orument to circulate among the tempergans hare any interest in the welfare of
peranee Democrat·.

They are opposed to a protecthey are just now very inat the effort that has
to again be the Greenback candidate dustriously sneering
"
the tariff on hay to
to
restore
made
been
he
has
hia
that
had
ambition
Senator,
satisfied or allayed by some consideration to 20 per cent, and as industriously enthe character of which the public are left
gaged in making faces at the Republican
Let'· »ee. Did not Perto conjecture."
of Maine and Capt. BouCongressman
ry "once upon a time" offer to stay away
active
for
the
telle
part taken by them tg
from Augusta if hi· constituent· would
farmer·.

—The RoekUnd Free Prest says of the
tive tariff and
declination of W. W. Perry, of Camden,

make up hie

salary

as

Representative ?

this end.—Sowernet

Reporter.

THE 001 M U. AND GOVERNOR. Judiciary by refusing

hi> M "i: ger ar.d Private Secretary ind upon the favorable reports of the
Count ;1 he ha> been allowed to draw pay,
while the Councillors have had no mes-t
nger—a ti.ir.g unknown in the history
Heretofore the council
of the Mate."

reappoint

an

able

and upright Judge for no other cause than
that his opinions have not sustained Hie
Kxcellency and his friends in their unconstiutional and lawless designs."

A writer in the Boston Journal review» in detail and at length the differences between Gov. Plaisted and the
Council in making appointments to office,
and corrects many errors which have
been disseminated. The writer says :—
"The differences between Gov. Plaisted and the Council began as soon as he
For years it has been
was qualified.
the custom for the Council to select a
Messenger by the adoption of an order
naming the man, the order being presented by some member of the Council.
Major House had served the previous
Council in that capacity, and the present
one desiring to continue his services, an
order to that effect was passed, but Gov.
Plaisted refused to approve it, because
he desired to have his own son employed
and Private Secretary.
as Messenger
The Council de»ired to retain House because he was familiar with the duties
a deserving and
and
needy soldier,
whose >car> are the testimonials of his
valor in the field. On the other hand
the l> ver. >r'» ~"n. while a worthy young
is
man,
incapacitated by deafness.
Moreover. the Councillor» felt a delicacy
about ha\iug the Governor's son wait
who does
uj η them a- a Messenger
his dut ν should. IVtails are unneces»ary.
The Governor was permitted to have his
η l. r

to

Solox Ciiask has
cruit in the

quite
a

an

active re-

Greenback paper

located at Bangor. Last week It pulled
down the name of Plalsted and the fusion
Congressloual ticket, and substituted the
Greenback nominees. We

straight

the article in full

telling why

the

give

change

Of course the fusionists are
wild, and declare that the Mtstnger has
been purchased by Republicans. The -4rmade.

was

the price,
ijus even goes so far as to name
All we have to say Is. that If the
fusion party is composed of men who can
It Is
be bought. It should be defeated, as
; nor is it capable of
of
not

support

worthy

disinterested administration If entrusted

lOMTvrtoN το IX» so rtovKs him
WORTH!

an

OF CONFIDENCE.

this week
which hs* been carefully considered. and
which will be sustained by every man who
takes a step

j holds political principle superior to policy ;

Speaking

rejected

appointed
republicans

Kxcellency

ha>
ticket be would withdraw—bolt! This
on m>>re than one occasion.
usfd
i.4>t wa.s said with that emphasis of which
publicly
1 i ·· only important offices that are vacant Governor l'lalsted is such a perfect master.
Believing that Governor Plaisted was as
:
are th ·»» of one Justice of the Su-

•mischief.'» word Hi>

'-day

emphatic—that he was a man of
w!u -«· Greenbackism there could i»e no
•
juestion the .V· .*.<>·mjrr cordially pledged
The
to him and the ticket its support.
V .*"·«;< r has used its utmost endeavor»
to preserve the purity of the party, and to
secure Greenback nominees for the whole
It has seer,
ticket. Slate and county.
the Illy-disguised hand of
w.th
!: >n<

one
preme l\>urt. two Municipal Judges,
TIWM
ΓηΜΜ^ά and two Sheriff'.
vacancies causc η.· interruption of pub-

a««

lic business.
without
"W;!:..'Ut giving a tau.»
asking 'the advice, of the Council, and
wittx it even seeking its 'consent,* (io\.
surprise,
i ia:-ted ha> attempted to remove twen- Governor Plaisted manipulating caucuses
conventions,
dictating, through a
and
the
are
which
of
some
ty-eight officer»·,
trusted servant, the nomination of a man
nv »: in.;\ rtant in the State subject to
.is
candidate for Congressman, whosn
Kxecutive appointment. The term»; of Greenbackism is <|uestionable. unless we
m <t o: these officer»· an» a period of years
accept the declaration of the man himself
in proof: and we have also seen a so-called
jr.ir removed, or during the
ιών
a selfnot to exceed Greenback convention nominating
the
Kaceutive,
of
pleasure
admitted hard money Democrat as a canIn no case did
a givin term of tears.
for Congressional honors. During
the li ν em· r av»:g:i a cause for removal. the last mouth, the V? «vaj/er has waited,
Inieed.r ·e could be invented, because expecting to sec Governor Plaisted withas candidate for Gov.
the incumbent.»· in μ y u-c were nier, draw !'r«*m the ticket
the pledges
in accordance with
rn. r,
removThe
ί : arai ter ar.d expi rier.ee.
made.
wire attimpted to make nxm for
Instead, we see him standing as thecan! late of the Greenback Convention of
jh litii al friends."
Convention
"
Thus far during the term of Gov. June 1st. and the Democratic
of Jane l'Tth, upon platforms diametrically
what
ma\
of
vacancies
twelve
I'laisttd
opposite in one of the fundamental princi\ terme.: important Hi- es and trustee- ple»
upon which is founded the Greenback
i -· ■ .u .rreil by reason of expir- party.
We ste him consenting to stand at
ati'·:>ι : terms of service, of the twelve, the head of a ticket u|>on which is a mau,
ohnoxy preaching and practice, most
ten have Uen filled and two rtmain va: >ns to the Greenback party, but who is
·.
the
of
«
six
V
th»·
tilled,
cant.
appoin- w lling to stand by the side of Greeubackts* are fusionist*. two are republicans crs as long as they will vote for him and
.ndtwo are wont η—the tour latter be- h.s party friends. I'pon that ticket also,
candidate, who. in his acing of the ùa>t MpOlUl e. Six vacan- we find another
of the nomination of a Democratiit>havt leiurred by the expiration ot ceptance
ic Convention, pledges himself to work,
t:. ttrms if Ml·:., ipal .'uiigt * in a> many so
long as he may live, in peifect accord
republican c it h s. 1'he Governor nomi- with the Democratic party.
»

cm τ\

ι:

e.

r

I udrr mot·

>ur

nriuui9i«uira

Λ.Ι

Π-

r rail!» upon Governor PUi»t«d to rethr-c pj linted have been confirmed,
deem hie promises inatle to us when he deand two ha>e Inn rejected for reasons s.red our support, and withdraw from his
whichever) it.tt dirent n.an would deem ρ .tion at the head of.such a ticket, which,
Hut in the cases where if elected, would he hailed all over the
tu be suffiennt.
and
Liu been itjected no country a> a Dera»>cratic victory,
the r. minati
would confer benefits, uot upon the Greenof
administration
the
in
embarra—rcent
back organization, hut upon the Demojustice can ri*·.;!'. btea·.:»<■ Trial Justices cratic party of this State and Nation.
"t vacancies."
u
If Goveruor I'laisted fails to redeem hi>
are authorized t< -t
The writer gives in detail all the tir- pledges, he stands guilty of using deception to secure support. His pledges were
cumslanu s connected with the attempt
in perfect accord with the epistle to "Dear
and
other
officers, Sam." and the support of the Mrtttngtr
to drop Judge
h)
and uncludi ·» a* follows:—
was given, not as a personal favor, but be"The Governor's nrga:> a>xrt daily cause it saw in him a man who, it believed,
the principles of the
♦hat the Council constantly takes pains would carry out
Greenback party, independent of what auy
to «bow it- coutt mpt for that official, and
other party might do, and who would reha* lost bo opportuttj to intcrtere with fuse to make any trades to secure Demothe pr< .<r conduct of the public sen ice. cratic votes. If he refuses to withdraw,
his acts
The < hargt is fais·. The Council, en uo honest man can fail to see that and he
are in ill accord with his words,
I'laisted
Gov.
the contrary, hi* treated
stands convicted of duplicity unworthy of
It ha» never a
with personal courtesy.
public man. and i* utterly unworthy
failed to consult uis convenience relative of the support of any Greenbacker.
We call upou Greenbackers to look at
ar.d tr.ani.tr of performing
to t·.·? tin
if it is not time to reIt has simply resisted this matter and see
urtain duties.
fuse to support men for office who art· so
was
it
when
tscnn-.t:-t«
necessary,
profuse in promises, but fail in perforand in many thing- has yielded rights mance. When our party was organized,
esta i.-heti by custom in order to pre- we pledged ourselves to secure houest
In- uien for ortice—men who were ready to
vent ο nfusion in public business.
This was one of
out their pledges.
cited, t has gone bevond ordinary cour- carry
the things that called so many voters to
him
bills
in
all·
But, as soon as the
wing
presented by
our staudard iu 1878.
tesy
fur the compensation of members ot his party showed streugth, political tricksters
to
it, and by use of
numerous military staff, not claimed allegiance
s. mew hat
"made only to be broken," rose
promises,
wnen
but
on
actual
duty,
only when
Now is the time, without
to the surface.
they have attended His Kxcellency on regard to whom may be benefited or injuroccasions of receptions and balls. Ke- ed, to administer a scathing rebuke to
these men. and compel them to hide their
publ. an governors have not been accus- diminished
heads in the retirement of priti rr.ed to present >uch bills for payment,
vate life where they belong.
the
for
no
but there ιpecuaccounting
liar manifestations of fusion economy,
BIG BOO OA EH A SMALL CALF.
which, must be so gratifving to the

<

:

■>

4

ΗKennebec Journal )
The Fusionists at'.empt to create & sensation over the coming out of W. P.
Thompson of Belfast for I'laisted. The
sain·· Mr. Thompson was a member of the
Legislature in 187« from the town of VasIn the biographical sketches of
sal boro.
members of the Legislature for that year
appears the following notice :

plain people."

He
Not so with Gov. l'laisted.
i.as -h wn himself trifling, captious, exasperatir.g -nd arbitrarv in his treatment
of the Council : he has denied that body
rights which its predecessors have always enjoyed: he has denied its right
to meet and adjourn, in detience of precedent a:.d law ; he has usurped tne
functions of the Council by attempting
to remove officers without its consent : he
has given to the Constitution the mo*t
forced and unnatural construction in
order to justify his high-handed proceeding:—interpretations which no other
Governor except Garcelon has ever been
forced to put upon laws and constitutions.
Nor do his inconsistencies and reckless
disregard of laws, popular opinion and
co-ordinate branches of the State Government end with the Council."
"He has ignored the popular sentiment of the people by driring from place
a wounded soldier, in order to provide for
his own son : lie has, time and gain, ignored the po| dar preference fur official
44

Τη<>»ι!·6©>. William ï'itt, Vorth Vaesalboro
l ibera], no religious preference», lawyer, war·
rie»l, age ϋ Boni in Troy, Waldo county; e*Iucate·! Ht the Maine VYeeleyan Seminary.
Was admitted to practice at Belfast, <>ctot>. r
lla< been supervisor of schools
lerui
•ev· ral terms.
Republican unt 1 1-7Î.

Since Mr. Thompson left the Kepubliparty in 1S72, his coming out for
Plaisted in 1882 ought not to be a matter
>f much importance.

ran

THE MAINE CAMPAIGN.
1 Boston Journal}
There is more weeping in the Fusion
•amp. Recently the Diritjo Rural, a paper
>f I>emocratic tendency hitherto, came

>ut for Kobie for Governor and advised
ts former supporters to vote for Kobie.
Sow the Mt9*en<j*r, a Greenback paper,
which has up to this week supported the
fusion ticket, has thrown off the Demorutic yoke and declared for Solon Chase
1 ind the entire straight Greenback ticket,
railing upon Plaisted to withdraw from
he Gubernatorial contest, in accordance
tvith his promise to bolt if a single Demo< rat was put on the Congressional ticket,
rhe Mew.n'jtr has a circulation ofseverd thousand, and consequently has coniderablc influence among the GreenbsckJ rs of this city. The editor has been a
>
straight" at heart all along, and now
t hat he has come out boldly for Solon
< hase the straights wlil be greatly
ou raged to bring out every vote and the ι
lu sion fugiers ar i correspondingly de- I

party by payhe has permit
ted $30,01
ttticd State debt to remain unpaid r early a \ear in order to
maintaiu his construction of theConstitution, which η ak > the Council a puppet
of the govern*; i.e is in coutempt of
the Supreme ( .rt to-day for treating
an officer as removed which that tribunal
declares he has no authority to remove ;
nt hi.uiejendtnee of the!,
appointments

ing
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South

Priacljt·! of Commercial Department and
Teacher of ladustrlal I >r aw lag.

IflISS LOI ISA HI. ROBINSON,

Make and Fit Par Excllent.

Style,

at

SUMMER GOODS.

tion*.

Sewing

Kor circalar* or general lnio mation address
the Principal, or
GEO. Ε CM APBOIRNI, Secretary.
No. Bru'gtun, July Hit», 188).

GOULD'S ACADEMY,

Machine

So. Pari*, Maine.

fall term of this oi l catablUhcd inatltution
ill o|m>b

Tuesday, Aug. 29,1882,

can run

Hathway

have

a

A'··»

—

of

Under the Instruction of

Spotifji

a

nnd

MISS FANNIE 0. PBILBEICK, Preceptress.

First-class

(Class of INTO, llartard College,) and

Oadua'e <-( T.ld«n Ladies' Sem uarv, and la'e
u*a«'h»r of Mathematics and l.ancuagea in l.ebanon iligh .school, Lebanon, X. II.)

!

Rutin*»· Cour··

«· jc

hivr or-

'will l'Util·'y

commence

21,

1882.

be^lo

ASU AND

Ti«n

OAK GROVE SEMINARY

month* from tlx* date of the commitment of aaid
bill·. *o much of the real estate taxed a* will be
■ ullioent to pa> the amount due therefor inclu.l
lug Interest and charge*, will without further
notice be told at public auction at the Tieanurei '»
th dav of l»ecember,
office in said town, on the
lssi, at twool the clock, in the aitcrnoon :

A*D

COMMERCIAL COLLEGE.

<

fol'Κ KI LL lOLK^KS OK 8TI UY.
8ΚΜ» KO Κ A CATALOOI E.
K. U. COOK, Α. II
Vatulboro'i Me·

J. U. P. BURNHAM,

Nathaniel, >'< acre· meadow,
(Clay'»)
Harrow», A. »· ίου acres upland had
Of Jovepli Kill,
Gray. John, he ire, ·!ο acre· Coalman
Ame3.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
COTTAGE STREET,

Photographs aid Views, All Sizes.

Webefr.
Leav etl, Moses h W. L., \ of 13 acre·
in M. liar. :> div.,
Nevcrs, Ilolden Ε 14 acres Oood-

CALL.

Non-Rf«idfnl Taxes

s

I

a

V
c

shell.
Owner unknown, bail-lings Λ lot, the
J. 8. Farrington.
Owner unknown,20acres in J. F rye,
part of ID,

Finland Packing Go., Boiler ftid
connection·,
Parson·, Wm heirs, » acrce LittleHeld land,
Smith, Mrs. Rose, Sacres, part of J.

c

s I

Jί>ε

.?*.

10U

1.70

50

85

110

I »7

1W»

1.70

50
50

tv'»

Λίμ

445

liO

1.7o

40

&r>

'200

3.10

So

65

4uo

6 SU

25

4.1

50

P. Bennett farm,

Stevens, Moaes, :!0acrea. No, 25, D.
2 W
150
Farrington,
Whiting, Joseph C-. heir*. 40 acres,
4.25
part of B. Itussel, No. 13, 250
Wfilling, Jame·, fi acre* meadow In
M Day on Cold Hiver,
75 1 2»
Wiley, Mrs. Sarah jthe B\tleid |4Λ,
14i Τ Walker, So. 18.
4.1S
'.'H'.
J A. Bradley, So. 1. $2tx>
50
85
Willey, Francis, shop.
JOHN LOCKE, Treas. of Fryburg.
Fryeburc, Me., Aug. :id. lhKi.

s»»

-S

Lot No. », 5 dir. J.

'*

In the town of Back field. in the Count)' of Oxford
Anil State of Msinc, for the year l&l.
TliK follow ing ll»t of taxes, on real estate, of
non-resident owucrn.in the town of Hack Held, for
the year lsM.in bill* committed to Carlton Gardner
Collector of taxée ot »ald town, on the
day of Auk'· 18*1. lia κ been returned by him to uie
as" remaining unpaid on the let ilay of .June
I-nhj,
by hie certiflcate of that date, and
now remain unpaid; and notice in hereby given,
that if tte feaid taxe*, interest and charges are not
paid Into the Trea»ury 01 the said town o( Bucktleld
within eigliteeu months from the dale of the commitment ol »aid taxe*, so much of the real estate
taxed as will be tuflicient to pay the amount due
therefor, including intercut and « barges,will,without further notice, be eold at public auction, at the
Selectmen.·»'otliee, to wit.T.i». ilri lgham'iu Hire in
*ai<l town of bucktleld, on the last Saturday in
Kbruary, led), at one o'clock, afternoon :
λ

land.
K., 10

acres meadow by
LovelPi Pond,
Harudcu, Elbrlilge, heirs, 15 acre· in
K. Walker,
Hilton, Alphonzo, 7 acres Meidow
on Klkin* Brook,
Lord, Tobias, 7 acre· in ii div.,

Gregg, Mary

NORWAY, MAINE.

•

t«J #1.02

H

I

WARRANTED

Hezekiah Davis, stand in vil$4 00
lage,
$*00
Ksete Fuller, Latliaoi fsria,
lid uoobal'nceo 30
A brum Lotbrop heir·, Abratn
4 CO
Lothrop woodlot, 200
A. P. BOSS Κ Υ, Τreal, of BuektleldBuckfield, Aug. 8th, 16k;.

PURE PARIS GREEN
-AT-

Gerry's Drug Stove

State of Maine.

SOUTH

PARIS.

CARDING MILL!

ΤΚΚΛβΓΚΚΚ'β OFFICE. è
Augusta, July 80, ISM. |
to ehap. 6. see. M.of the Heviaed
Statutes, I will, at the state Treasurer's ofthe. at Augusta, on the sixth day of September
next, at 11 o'clock A. M., sell and convey by deed
to the highest bidder, all the interest of the State
in the tracta cl lard hereinafter described, lying
in unlccorporated townships, the said tracta having been forfeited to the State for State taxes and

PURSUANT

["he subscriber wishes t> Inform the readers of
he Oxford Dcuocrat, and ask tliooi to tell their
telgbbors that he will have bis

Wool larding Kill,

couatv taxes. < ertiiled to the Treasurer of State
in operation on the old site
for the year 18*0.
The >ali aad eonveyapcc of each tract will be
made tut ject to a right in the owner or part owner
whose ngbts have been for; el ted, to redeem the
tame at any time within one year after the sale,
by payieg or tendering to the purchaser hie proportion of what the purchaaer paid therefor at
the sale with interest at the rate of twenty per 1 'he old mill snd machinery were destroyed by
rent, j er «ne urn from the time of sale, and oae t ire, and lie baa put in a full line of splendad ma·
clcliar for release, or such onwer may redeem hie
lachinery tor the pnrpose of oonlinainx the
Interest by paying aa aforesaid to the Treasurer c arding bulneaa as heretofore.
of State, as provided in chap, β, eec. 48, ol the
GKOKGK A. COLE,
Uevieed SUlatce.
NORWAY MAINE.
No tract, however, will be sold at ft price leaa
;han the full amount due thereon for such uapald 1
State and county tax es, interest and cost, aa dee- J
rribed in the following schedule :
The Beat Line and Lowest Prices, at
Oxford Cocxtt.

NORWAY

j

\bout the first of

MET

',C*0 acres,
"
ι,W0

A-, R. 1, Riley plantation
Hachelder * Grant.

I. A.

HOLBROOK, State

|IS 14

19 £1

Treasurer.

VILLAGE,

July.

CUTLERY, SCISSORS ani SHEARS

GERRY'S

Drug Store. So. Paris.

Tor

..

ltaΜ

Heave», Cougha, Cold', Lung Kever

Γβ·οΟ.

I

AC.

οΓ

Foo Cte Bita if Ms Oil
Η

»

kr. Wll

J. W. PENNEY
MAM'tACTlHKR

Combining with
>

Dolls, Baby Car rinses,
Boys Waicons 4c Vflotipedett,

ÏDCplfS·

KINDS,

Paints, (Mixed and Dry)

OILS, VARNISHES, PAINT BRUSHES,
Hair Brushes, Toilet Soapi,
Portemonles, Perfume*,
Trusses, Upon yes. Bird

Hammocks,
Paper,
Border»,

Cages,

and hundreds of other articles to numerous to

Why ?

Drugs, Medicines
and other good* usually kept in

Drug

a

flrst-class

and Book Store.

Remember the Place !

SOUTH PARIS.

S to $20^^«siaaess

).

W. PENNEY,

with
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It h·* |>»if· rme l s u rr 111
1 bave no uoeaitliiy lui « »
II lx t-r
I have l> «-.ι fresl'T b^n'liie |.
Hy tltafiitu Ι,,:;ι Ί threat ·Ι·
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""
New Yoik, i-ii< i i»'iirf (ι Ιχι, ai··I *i u "ill
"
1>V rtllli η a It ui-ily that will iohIi!i: >«·■
1
Ilk»· ai.\ bo·! y il»··, <· »«| w hi*.· ru» » ivi il!·.

ICh Vulnra are
character »b*<iiiil

l«'»t!ty. In.h

>
be petmau» u'. Vvii «lu ten-r itii»t ιί·
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MECHANIC FALLS. MAINE.

■

Steamship Co.

Gent's Furnishings, &c, &c.

of this great beueiH.

By baying your

ukspatch

or

1

■·

CkiKH lak< IBM lw ti il
ΝοηΝιιοι IfirtBf >tn

Having Kreatly iocrca-ed our faciliite* for do
DKhu<inei<N we are prepired to eh >w all the Sfiiil-Wrfklr Llnr to Vh lork
cadlng tdylea in Une ready ma.lii clothing lor
Alao Hau. Cape, and
nen youth» and Boya.

large ijuantitUs for cash and
bay
willing and do give our customers the advan

SAVE MONEY

ΠΤΓΛΙΚ* HOSK

ILL KINDS

ι

SPRING STYLES. Maine

Boom

\or way, Maine,

pealgn, Excellence

Knglnet'iinK t (rive ill- !>·"·' it'ulu.
M/ei« l u'lt ir«im 4 to "Jo llorne i>ow«r. Sl/.e» now
ready for immédiat* delicti) 5 and 10 Horse i'u*.
ere
Wiilt for full partieulur·. price», A<·.
Alao dealt r in .steam Boiler» «.f etery detcr'p·
lion. New and »ee«-nd h "-it ! \t It..-ion Prier s
Bol rr l'unif-a, Feed Wltri Heater».
tor», hteaiu Trap», Sien m tJtmge», Water'» an.I
other Governor!·· Val tea. Steam Pipe, and all
kind* of Steam Pitting».

Vases,

DRUG & BOOKSTORE,

Klovanrc r<f

of Wt>rkiu«u»hip; till micv au· 1 Durability— Kte·
bodying principlea or'the litei>t prteilce m Mean.

DRUGGISTS SUNDRIES,

before purchating elsewhere and
willgnaran·
tee you ratu-faction.
Uemember the old and reliable e«tsblUbment,

OK

IMPROVED STEAM ENGINES.

large and weil-eelectid »to«-k of

DON'T FAIL TO CALL

nut* ii.

« of
ι.' »· -|«
li In 11< <1 IfniTJ f
Tbi« · 'I I
Whi'i· Mik.k. CM||| In Ik· ïntM M
1

small

DRUGS, PATENT MEDICINES,

are

!

»·<! [*
I'Railtcl) lt«*lorr« llir llrirl.i*
tlir Only Λ llatliite Cur· l»r ll'ifu.·,

DRUG STORE

in

City.

EARS fer k MILLION

NOYES'

cause we

plrr«

prier. Calalo^iir
popular uiiioir «rut for 3c. Mump

MENDELSSOHN PIANO CO.. P. 0. Bo* 2058, New York

-TliKM C A I.I- AT-

Bt

;*!»··%■«·.

»
lor BO «laya only. Tli » π ti >λ
J it at reduced from our late wh >!e-«ale, lactorv price,
the grealnl bargain ever offered thw mari ai public
L'npre e.leaic I ·υ· «·»» l iemeu : »·
tuand l«>r thl* at\ le ! Send in your order at one«·. It not loee Una rare opportunity.
1 hi· Piano will be aent on I·'· day» te«l trial. I'lca·.· »<m I reference if rou d > η >t β,-u l m>a ·. « h
order. Cash a· nt vlth order w III be refjtided and Iretgnt r'urit ra |m d bv u« both w«v» if l\«n i«
u.
1*1·»»· tmo u|>. u«.rij
.several other apccial Bar/ii.inot ju«t a* represent· d
M.iuilvume |, li-trr· I
and not one dinsatiHllel purcheaer. l>«n tui] lo wnu; u* befi re buying.
1'iano < atalonu··. mailed Irt-c, giving the Ιιικίιοί tea iiu.<ntala ever awarde any planj iiii'.ni
Κ Aery I'lano Lilly warranted for live year*.
*
of :t 000 clitiii r
Mir rl .Tluotc ut our llilrd

Believing.

We Defy Competition.

it»

r<»»e w>
1 "
ei«K«ti:ly ilmalie·), ; »trn*«
Γ 7 1 9
DIAUn CTVI
cant ante a<r«n-», our new | aient ·>\ι;·:π
'avea, lull j»
Γ lANU Ο I I LC (J I ~t
tcaie, beauliftily carve-i leg* and Ivre, h· ai y aerpenilac ami la··;,'· lam·/ m mldin*, full ir a :«i
G renela (ir«n,l Action, OnD.I llaminera. in fart, iverj improvement wtin h r*n tu any way tend 11
Itie (.· rl· rtion of (ht· Instrument lia* been ad led.
Ir «ur prie» for thla Inatrninent, bnitri ami delivered on board ara at Λ*\» 1 orb
wllh Une l'Iano Covtr, Moul ami Hook, only

Ν Β. Κ very description of Home Finish fur·
nished at »hort nonce.
*#-ΙΊ·ηιη*. MdU hlnc, Bind Rawing ar.d gmeral jobbing attended U.

mention.

Regulator.

days only.
$850 Spare Gracd piano for only $245.
».| ca».·.
M
ΓI

0

FISHING TACKLE OF ALL

_

«o^reifn rrmedy lor »bo>e f i,m
.J·"?
dîaord»rt which arito from irregular dir«
ibcki
kidneyaandurlnan organ· κ

1>HICKS LOW.

our

Ualtr

...

whet·

ra»c»

'· a

bv J. II. ΙΙΛΙ\Μ>.\,

S. Ρ MAXIM & SON.
SOUTH PARI5, MAINE

aid essuilne

a

all

Grand Offer for the next 60

IMNKSIIK\TIIINU,

is

aon

in

M'ENDliLSSOlI Ν1ΊΑΛΌ C( >.

-OF-

Seeing

Keratrli Ointment.
tilvea univeraal «Kti»ln<tlvn
auch a remedy it tiiedcd.

to

fl»ati.

WINDOW and DOOR FRAMES,

I

Maine.

■

C0._i_

BHACKLTS, PIlliETS,

Paris,

11

lung affection·.
Rawiiu f Ho·· atiTfi
B«mI remedy lor all hoof ir ruble*. (ircat hool cmauatly ou hand. uud u»ed a» ><>oa t .u
derangement I» noted.
jiower.
lUwaott'a Amn.onlated Liniment.
inca warranté la every raie, or money,
l'un· »|»raln·, bruiac». cut*. rpavlne. anil all ( reluudcd.
It if» kUm pood lor Hbi'umtitiitii,
nil h U<>ublcit.
Manufactured and for atlo, urh.i'.eaale and na
Nt'iiraJtiia, lula, lluroa, seal·]*, 4c on human
and all

Stair Rail, Baiosteis, Kewels,

Tuesday September 12th,

*

«arc cure

MOULDINGS,

of F'jebmg m ih« Countr of
Oxfoiil, for the year leSI.
The following lift of taxe» on real estate ol
non-resident owner* In the town of Frveburg,
for the year lf*l, In bill» committed to Franc»
and continue u n wtek*. Tuition rame a» other A. Wiley, collector of taxe* of «aid town ou the
ad·
Korlurther paiilcularr
aimu iar Institution*.
2o:b day of June, lisl, h.i- been returned bv him
dre»i the Principle.
t<> me'a* remaining unpaid on the l»t day ol
lone. Iv2, by hie certlUcate of th.it date and now
H. J. EVERETT,
remain» unpaid and notice is hereby gucn that II
So. Pari» Ή h inc.
the said taxée, intérêt and chance* are not paid
into the Treasury of *aid town within 1.»
of tbi« tehool will

the

-

Ktwion'a llctic PowJtri.

a

Doors, Windows, Blinds

^on-rfkldrnl Tairs,

In

■ ■

-

mm .-m

Ilawaon'a ('«million Powilir·.
Mure death
b ·»| un<l cheap* »t in th«> market.
Leave the h»r»e in good coudi'lon.
moi jji.

YOUR

S3 rant·.

OXFORD NORMAL INSTITUTE.

g

λ

Main* Street, ne*t door from Ο. Η. Ma»oii'«
Hardware store ami n«ar Methodiet cfiurrh, ana
we eord-allv ·οlicit * iduri» of your I'atrcnagr.
Our motto li low prices ami ready pay.

A DVERTISERS by addressine GEO. Ρ ROWELL i CO.
Π lu &prurc Μ New Yolk, ean leain toe ·*;»<·,I
cost of any pr»po-ed line of ADTBRTISING in
American ii(w»|>iptr> W'lOO page pamphlet

description furnished at short notice.
Physicians prescriptions carefully compounded.

>f every

PBEPAIlfcD 111'

on

AdruiU, M·.

s^even oonr»e.H of Study under competent In·
rtraciori·. with i.radnation and Diploma* at the
cloae. Advantage· Kirat C'laea. Kxpenie· low.
Roardmg Department under tbe charge of Kev,
K. It trcnch. t ireu:»r« ι-cnton applicatio·.
K. A. RuBINsON, See'y.

new

a

HORSE AND CATTLE MEDICINES,

of

J, H. CHASE &.

just received

STANDARD

Grocery Store

"151 τΐ<

aloffti* KD't Presrrc|u«nf TIIRKiO l!t'M3Kfc*
C«>LLE«iI A.1U TK1. K< HA I*II I.\«TI·
Tt'TK lor Sic. »Utnp. Oldest, moot re'isMi ami
thoroughly practical Kchool for tiirl* an<l H.>y».
New S}sirm shorthuiid taught l>y mail.
Κ. B. CAPE2I, Principal,

Rev. Ε. M. Smith, President.
>'a!l Term of 11 week* will

TUE BLOOl) I

A NEW CAT-"

FEMALE COLLEGE,

PLEASE

•

\NI>-

MAINE WESLEYAN SEMINARY

term

d

v*u h

rAMiw·

BABY CARRIAGES

II tore

DRY GOODS

PilJITlSU KXTttA.

«-•end for rlrculars \o

The fall

'<

l

zors, A:c.

1·

BETHEL AND VICINITY

Eulisli Bmcbes. $4.10. Lacpaps. $51

ATJGKCTST

tnul

Read ! Read ! Read !
i!

-,

.m

stock of goods for
the summer trade consisting of Hammocks,
Croquet Sets, Baby Carriages, 1 i>liin«; Tacklr,
Pipes, New Perfumes, ΛΥallfts, Knives, Ra-

—

wi.h to give notice to the

f

PHVMIVKY^
NORWAY VILLAGE.

I have

ΚΟΚ WAY ΠΑΙΧΕ.

We

Lie·

ma.

ιmmmjrM?.**

Juneilth IN#.'·

HENRY W. JOHNSON, Prin.

store.

Physicians Prescriptions a Spciality.

ruiTiov.

Ml SIC Α Λ1»

eity

AUTICLKS
I kiixl',

blind·* I· of anirV· in.i timer ιι« 'on·
liou, lu 'a : i-\i)il I t; 11»· :ly w 11 .0 4

Hosiery, (llovts.
goo<ls usually

Holden's Drug Store.

REGISTERED DRUGGIST,

SPECIVL AHVANTAt.K-i.
1. Location. 2. Fine B- Idmg. 3. Low Rates of Tuition.
♦ Profciiienal TeacHeri.

am

Department

ma·

S. L. CROCKETT,

Vat urt'i Sparkling fcpeclllc lor Indigestion
and ltilioinne»», the wjterof the famous >el»/er
of
-pi, in duplicated in a moment with » >p on:ul
I ikiunt a Sit.r/IK Λ mm Κ NT. which contain»
rvery valutbl·* element of the (ierman Spring
1 he greatest physicians of ► ur.-pr pronounce that
irce gift of l'rovldtncc the mml potent of all
known alterative··, and lis jac-tiwiU. iron and
fiaming, Is now placed wlihiu the teach of every
invalid in the western world
SOLD HY Al l. URCUUISTS.

No eipenoe h»» t>**o spared to mato thi·» one
Kojliolt arid 4 la-il'al Srh«ol« in
Of the
None but experienced trarhrr# of
New Kiiglaml
rerxjrntzed abllitr are ctnplotrd. and Ihe ln»lrt;rtloa will be fully up to t!»·· Lee,!·. <>i the tinir», bv
the mo«t a|>i*roTfd method· and a* thjtoufth and
practical ai> it :· pjtiible to make it.

Block

Drug

Paisley

All f <»i:p
Wo havo a very large stock and everything is new ami fresh
Summer Goods and Short lengths will lie sold very cheap t'> cl-xe If),
taking stock in August.
Please call and f*et our prices. Very ltespoetfully,

(gain

Chnmoin
ttfhhxj Tnrh'r,

s.

HENRY W. JOHNSON, A. B., Prin.,

CImiIciI Courir,

a

Ur?rrno<l liclirr «lock than
Γ»<·ι he'orr of

TO I LKT

Tfcree Cc*r»« cf Instrjction are offered.
KnglUli nail Krltnllfle Couru.

in

Children's Carts and Wagons,
Cigars Tito aid Cenfec ianery,

it.

Targe line

a

for

Silk Fishues, Bracelets, 15arb Pins, Back Combs,and all

Drug*, ΡηΙγιιΙ Tlrdicinrs, Hook*
Slalioiirr), Ilnom I'liprrs
Btril
('rem, ('roquet,
Iluinmscks llaby
4 :irriii|;r«.

Krolhinghsm is introducing the White
It l« one oi
dewing Machine lato this sorti,in.
the bref, simplest and mo··', durable machines in
different
nylon and
the market. It Is ma<!c in nlse
at a* many price*. It ha* all the tcojrrn ai^t'-h
Kroth'nirMr
mi nis, and » III he icnt cu trial by
htra, who als.» turnbhes circu'ari·. A little child

κ I IIMTIHK !

ih <t I am l.ack
In oltl 1411 titer* In the

of

Spanish Lace Fringes and Satin C:rd
the same·
Trimming1 Cashmere
Gimps
Shawls. Linen I '!
of .Shetland,

Faney

announce

Ι

Mr.

MOREHX CONVEX IEÎWOK* !

lta«e«l to

ind (lut I

V. A. FROTHNGHAM. Apt,

SKtv sriLni.tu t

ι

New

1

is the l-est and simplest in the market.

BETHEL, ME,

am

SILKS.

large assortment

a

SILK

full line of

sets, Lailies' and Children's Summer I'nderllannels.

NEW DRUGSTORE.

!I

a

Also a full lino of White Flannel*. Check Nun
store and Rubber Caj>es.
sooks, Table Linens. Crashes, Towels, (guilts. Woolens. and \v<· still cont.nr..
to sell the best Brown Sheeting for 7.^ cts.
we have a full lim of Sunslia 1· s, ('. t
Goods
In our

! Crockett's

THE WHITE

Tlir advantages offered hy thl« academy to
those preparing to teach, to ihoae tlttinic tor oolI'ge. or to those wUhlrg for a general l»u*ines·
oduoation.are un«.|iialed while the expense* are
reduced for below the average of other institu-

Also

have

now

Dolman Cloths with

.4«ain to (lie Trout.

So. Paris.

Also

same.

DRESS

Β Xj -Α. Ο JSL
Wo

BROCADE

AND

to make up with

Maine.

Norway,

Also Shurtltff's stan-

an

WATERED

WITH

STREET,

MAIN

Croquet Slipper·, Canvass shoes. Infant's Shoes,
rtne sewed I o ns for m< n. Ow4Γ0 atylM to M·
l*rl *· the lowest for the same quality
Ιβ<·1 from
of jfJOds.

Trccber of Drawing and Painting.

•

Elegant Line of
i£5LLiLlM353iSD

Also

liuyer.

Sure to 1'leaee the Clouent

a

POLKA SPOT CAMBRICS

tod «III be aold at Price* tint will be

!

ΠΚΛΙ.ΚΚ IN

of A. F. k J. M. Smith.
dard goops, manufactured
A full line of

Teacher of InMiuintulal Music.

«

—an«l

Bought at the Lowest ash Prices

Fine French Kid Boots,

Cltnplaln

nhS A. !tl. IHADUOl'RNE,

The

CLOTHING,

Mr. Froth in* 1mm niskcs a sp'clalty of Fin·
Boot· lor !,ailier. He hat a large Mock of nice
good* In this line. Also the celebrated

English and Elocution

HIRS. J. F. MOODV,

mkw

SCOTCH GINGHAMS ONLY Λ7 CTS,

Men's, Youths'and Boys' Paisley Ginghams (Something New) only 12icts.
full line of—

Frothingham,
Paris, Maine,

40 Pieces Renfrew Gingham at 121-2 cts.

&c.

ELLIOTT'S
Boots,Shoes & Rubbers Clothing Emporium.

i»reek an-1 Mathematics.

Tcachcr of Vocal Muaic.

but which will call down upon It the anathema.'· of the Fusion press and Fusion
party of the whole State of Maine.
The V v<· K'l-r removes from its editorial column* the Fusion ticket, and calls
from
f.a\e a\v> a>- hoM'n the messenger.
u|>ou Governor l*lal.«ted to withdraw
of other appointment» the his present candidacy, in accordance with
hi- solemn pledges made to the editor of
writer says :
the Vewayrr previous to his re-nominaπ*»
"lo \ug i»t uovernor iiaisieu
tion ou .lune 1st.
made '.'S5 nominations. Of these the
« »:i several occasions in mis ouiev, uui·
69.
The 69 nom- ing the mouth of May, Governor Plalsted
Council has
stateination.·» rejected represent 3> different made the deliberate and unqualified
ment that he wa> a Greenhacker. and that.
9
were
whom
et
republican» if nominated as the candidate for Goverperson >,
to take the
who had !*"tn
nor of Maine, it must he a» a Greenbacker ;
whose terms and that h<- could stand only upon a Greenof other
had not expired, in accordance with what back platform; that there must he 110 mixand that if a Dema purpose to cause ins op with Democrats,
appears to have been
ocrat was nominated on the Congressional

places

MISS E. F. PURINGTON,

niss NELLIE E. OIBBS,

irrui το i.kbsnrickkk·.

The

W. A.

Modern Languages and I.atlo

VILLAC,E,

NORWAY

F«»r the N»xt Sixty Dny·.
We have a Urge «lock ol

Oxford, Maine.

MISS HELEN 1*1. STAPLES,

REV. IV. LINCOLN.

(olograph*

J. K. CHASE, Artist,

JIISS LIZZIE E. BARRETT,
Teacher of English

PLEDGES.

dozen Ρ

you are under no obligation to i>»y in λ a singl
cent. Can you a*k l »r anything more than this?
Can you get aa good term· elsewhere .'

«nd Teacher or Natural Sclencn.

Teacher of

a

First-Class in all Respects,

J.F. MOODY, A.M. Prin.,

Teacher of

IX ACCORDANCE WITH CERTAIN

ν

Aug. 29,

furnish you with

Furnishings,

Gents'

REMEMBER

If I do not
that are

FACtTLTY OF ISBTRCCTIO.f.

Teacher of

HATS, CAPS,

PHINNEY'S,

M. M.

Ready Made Clothing,

free of extra expense.

—

JUST OPENED AT

Announcement

ALL IN If ANT OK FINE

TO

If you with to do »<\ you ran tit for a dozen
Photographs with Hi· ptivllqge of seeing the
picture· ία a flnisned lUtr before pay In* for lh*m :
and If tcu do oot feel aatisfled that they aro Pint
Clntt I'hntnffrniikM, a second Killing will be pad*
aad a aecond duzan that will be aatls factory glren

oi twelve week· commence·

Tuesday,

I Bangor SlfMfnpr, Aug β.]

GOV. PLA1STED MI ST WITHRAW,

I

m

Special

An Extraordinary Offer.

4. W. ST A RBI RD,

with power.

\n\

CARD PHOTOS.

Bridgton
Academy.
1 lie Fall Τ ei

—mauflsjei

ItOL'ûlI

Γ

AT

BOTTOM PRICKS,
Acd will be soldat Kxcfemsgly
^ orcaeh.our motto, Lakuk Salks
'kohts, at

Low Pbicr

ami

Small

CLOTHING

ROOMS,

South pHrie.

^mos L.Millett&Co.
°F

and Domestic. Trout and Bass Tackle

GROCERIES.

!

^ 81 & 583 CONGRESS SI, PORTLAND, IE. ;
L. Millkit.

KkkiJW. Thomi

sum.

- 9*9eod for Price LiaL

#0Q

a

·

passenger·*1"

Jobbers and Retailers

Amos

Frinconia

During the »ummcr months these ateiT'
will touchât Viae/arJ Haven on |jheir ι>«
aageto ami fotn Now York. Price, m· Judioi
Slate riiomi, #»
Time steamer· aro Utted op with fine »rcon>
modations for pas*enjrers, making mi* ·*■">'
^»>r*
i.esirabl* roule for travellers between New
•nil Maine. Goods dentine I bayond Portl*0"
coc»··
at
η
or New 1 oik forwarded to dn>iina.i<
Kri oj I »« ι·. I -I, to May l*t, no
be tak· η by this line.
I1LNKY POX .General Agent. Portland
J.P.AMKS.Af'tPier Γ Κ.Β.,-New Wrl.
at ·*
Tick· te and .State rooms can bo obtained
Ezch.'.nire 8trv*t

Untler Afaaontc Halt.

:oreign

Eleinora and

Will notil further notice leave Fr»nklin *Vl »r'
Portland, tverv MONDAY ami THIBSIM».
•te P. M., ami leave Pier 3D Ka*t K^ver, >'»
»ι«
every MONDAT ·η.1 THLRSOAV

fork,

STOWELL'S

ι

Steamers

waak In your own town. Trrrn» and Λί outfit
Addrw» U. Uallctt a Co., Fortlaa^Maiw

Of Every Description and

LOWEST

PRICES

Gerry's DmcStore, Sûoiii Pari·'

THIS PAPER ÎSWïWSWffi
8».·, wIwna,l.'f.'Jnn.
A-lwrtKifiK lui. au ilu.>|>ruiv
MtUw* iuui be uwJc lor It
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heat drives vegetation at a
rapid pace
NEWS OF THE WEEK.
and the result well
rewards the farmer fo
ii;> labor.
Farming. however, with youn( :
<
men is not
SMrta, : A LoH ΒγμΛ
popular in this vicinity. Thei
will, I fear, many of them, learn that I two of his sruests .sick with typhoid it e
w ι» a
mistake wiien they abandoned tin
»°
old farm an I i:s
threatened to .urn them
associations, and after
little more experience with
life ant
city
the lough s.lJ0 cf the
world, wish them
selves back agahi.
When the farmers ο
S...U.
»\ford County wake
up to the fact thai
th^y mm*/ raise their own corn and «lour,
aud stop this continual call for Westeri charge
Bath, some days
urain, they will soon realize that farming
can be made to
Farley.
pay.
mer

NO. L

«he Oxior»l ivmoerut

Totbtf Editor of
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chance to creep
wording of Rip-

would

quoted

vote with the

29, 18S-», under the

in-

struc'.bn of II. I«. Dunham, A. B Principal, with such assistance a* the inter-

common

>*r°h'h> the

ou'f

miud to,

English, $3.00.

U*xl hoard

bukj"

pelleve

part of valoi.
The record of the Republican nominee,
No stain
Col Robie. is l»efore the people.
Such a man
can learn.
upon it so far as I

representing Republican principles. oueht
...

-eive the hearty support of a

i*

minority

"!?

ι',0"ι

"f
p-o»«, «ρ*1·1»
the »rst time.
roung cu'O «bo vote for
drpebb largely up»" lb*"'
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shall predominate. "As the t n is

or

partv

Lnt
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to1"*'

Iloabtl***
the

tree,

inclines."

contest.

The

bew*rm. the conflict

,ili sonw, !>»' moJ«r»tioo »houU pro »>'Men should go into Uie battle,
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IWta*

think victory will be the
loloug Republicans !

Iflbey
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Served in the priv^ dm-
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all the brothel
rare enjoyment
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^uia, wa*
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\xtve

The Spiritualists
Longfellow talk

aud the most un
r. l that ever made
r
Being dead, we suppo
»·*■
to
utors. administrators, and
bMct »p ·»> h,"8 SOIM
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we have notel th. f«t tl..t,

—Ellsworth
ers
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turning

To the Editor of the I'rrss :
You copy from the Boston Herald's correspondent's letter from Washington his
views concerning the veto of the Hiver
and Harbor bill. I notice in that letter
that Mr. Murch changed his vote from nay
to yea. 1 think there is some mistake in
thai platement as Mr. Murch voted in faThe
vor of the bill from flrst tq last.
Rockland Opinion took occasion to conthat
demn Mr. Dingley for voting against
swindle, and said all voters iu that district
should vote against him simply because
there was a clause appropriating 8<0,0o0
Murch.
for the Rockland Breakwater.
who puts himself forward on ail occasiqus
as an opponent of rings and swiudles, will
attempt to justify his conduct iu voting
for this gigautic steal just because Rockland would receive her share of it. His socalled speeches teem with charges of corruption aud fraud, and yet his crooked
his full
judgment allowed him to give
cousent to this glaring case of corrupare
There
tion and unblushing fratid.
iu the
m%ny houest men to be found eveu
Fusion party who will show by their vqtes
in September that they have had euough
of Murch and Ladd with their oft-talked
I
schemes of retrenchment and reform.
have heard several of the most intelligent
Greenbackers in this section speak in
terms of praise of Reed and Dingley, who
nobly stood up for an honest administraCan any sane
tion of the government.
of
person look at the present members
Congress and conscientiously say they are
first
and
secsatisfied with them all. The
ond districts have sent two men to Conto the nation, while
gres who are a credit
the fourth and tlfth have disgraced the
State by sending two political nobodies
whese ouly ambition seems to have been
the making thenjseives ridiculous in the
Let eveyes of every intelligent person.
see
ery Republican throughout the State
to It that his best efforts be put forfe'AM
in the comiug coutest to rid the good old
State of Maine of every combination nominee on the fusion ticket, and elect the Republican nominees by a handsome majorRpobuchk.
ILr.
Mlrch am» Lai>d.—We copieu Iromibe
Washington correspondence of the Boston

li- rnld the statement that "Congressman
Murch of this State tlrst voted against
and then
passing lie river aud harbor bill,
when the roll hau Lté;; called and it was
feared the bill was defeated, changed Ijis
We And on examining the
vote in favor."
part of
Congressional Record that the last
this" sûtes en t is incorrect. Mr. Murch
withdrew his vou; sij'J did not vote at all,

stating that he
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heirs, ex-
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ought
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"ne
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not been
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Intelligent voters are
they ought to
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feeble
of lar^e braiu. but
ac
λ·
i't, Îjîuj from the excitement®f
L'ver>'*
itieal ad business life.
r·
the tior«-rnor's friend. *u''
t\e grown old since his bo*"
··
»'.;t to tell how they "knew he
'*
1 in i*<- his mark iu the world."
'·
Π II
States Mare, I nit· 1
f the ri«ii!ï youug men of the
v
'·
it: !
prominent member of the Uxliar, resi^lt's here. George, as he is
>
called, looks out with a keen eye
u ;
-an feuces in this county.
■■·!-t.ti: is hi-· ï.U'ine^·*.
The air is
4'· :!i
political du'lne>s, antl the only
: 1 have -. eu (.f the
approachiu^
a;.t State election was a copy of
>' «κ.
loiued ne by a friend. So·
r
t tV-w miles
only from here, am!
tiatiired face antl white hat are fa>r to a !.
ll«< i> the <mly candidate for
1
r
>tuu.pius the State.
■·
..cart of the village is a first-class
No one complains of the table, and
·'} <)· y wi;o stops at the Buckfield Ilonee
'N 1
w .p| tor Mr. and
Mrs. Tilton.
.·.■» <
u«ht to t»e a popular country resort,
would be if letter known. With a
■>'
;
hotel, attractive drives, wild an<l
-tur*·» jue ji'.
euery, among inteliigent
a·· l
women, one onght to feel here
ί» ϋο-χΐ" to create such a î«p»Jt
'J* 'us
us*. auj benetit-'*
Nat'ir,· has been kind to Maine, in many
Her winters are cold aDd long, aud
'1u
>>r her farms uneven and rocky—but
ιν
"-«owdrifta surround some of the haph'
'>mes iu New
KnglanJ, an·! the sum-

him

people

fall, and

Pakis Hii.i. At ademy.—The fall term
of Paris Hill Academy will commence on

S
llutitis not; it I* the deleâJe™
The
signing politicians' party.
have gone back on their principles, and
When «eu g
the partv sustains them.
back
good principles. I go
dtaertlou U the b
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most
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"DeaocraW., mation apply

anl

partv.
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m 1 some of his papers were ch
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vote would be
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pub-

which he

card of last week, where he

Howe

whit U

now

lars. wd an untold amount of suffering,
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stated that
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got enough of the ««publi-
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no other nitiou ever was.
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contest

publican prlnout is this; He says Ripley dethe same iu «'xfor 1 County, a* squeaks
clared
he
should not vote this fall, and
iu Wj>! nston, »nd Democracy also.
he
that this being the fact, hi.
assumed
What
has
the
done
for
Kepublicau Party
of
I
the
for
vote-~two
next
country,
years
twenty-five
past,
re\\ars ahead, would 1 β
;
w.thout changing its policy? ltcausedthe for the Orecnbackers.
He purposely
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>:u'l alt the
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coming
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State electiou granted.
But last week, and
b-'canse it is so. U the nitiotiii principle lish the above,
to be 1< It ou'. ? ;ir·· < Ί'-ilty an ' justice to l>e
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Pakis Maine. Aug. lCtb, 1382.
To the Editor of Ike Oxford Democrat.

iu both parties ; but the fundamental principles npjn which they act, are
what we wavt t > get at. Μ ·η may tell us

f »am>si

wive»

Higher and higher they came
i^'· <-n»:a.5g!.:, aafttl the spray
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-el ag liast the rovks as if they
..to the mad seething whlrl«
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To decide this, in
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;:t
stretched away from our
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severest known for a generation.

Democratic misrule."
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Whereas an article appearing In the
in your State, the Oxroiu> Democrat under date of
Aug l.*>,
uesti >n at issui is clearly defined in the where I stated that a
correspondent of the
ι blowing word»
"Republican rule, or i Eastern
which
me as
In the

we

of the invalids

disposing

1 there
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^ctory <>

The
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can party.and should vote the fusion ticket
called into play, than a retnembrauce of this fall. I wish to say that on a repjrmal
lr n. the rvmainl-r not out for a
! t"i·· rcc ril of the two
parties. This is the of his letter, that I «ad no such statement.
the r>. k-.
most important factor in the campaign.
i
But did And that he said that my next vote
s
tlfteen miaut* brought
-s « »!k of
And as we are firm iu the belief that there would be with the Greenbackcrs.
I bluff, or series of bluffs, that
! are good and true christions iu all
Jamks D. Ripikv.
r, Uili -alarly from the water. The

M9,

ris

lDm^;

nine-story piano
Hardmau, Dowling & Peck iu Ν.
wis burned.
Newspaper reports
that the drouth in New Hampshire
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may 1*
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r eked iu the cradle of the deep."
av ug only ninety
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of the ticket.
Five in^^ed men
a house in Saratoga. gigge<i the
and carried off *150,00» in bonds ami s»

j iaut, six feet

was a

Τ UK ISSl'E AS VIEWED BY A

The timid may

little mile.

one
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down /our house in a minute.'"

Τ KM PEIt ATt UK !\ST WKRK AT 7 *
most famous s ate papers, before he ate Sun-lav. C4 = cloudy ;
Monday, u. = clear.
Tuesday. G8 =>. clear ; Wednesday, M-,
his breakfast.
a. K. l.
foggy ; Thursday, (» 3 foggy : Friday, oFfffhurg, .-Inj.
clear ; Saturday. 4S °, clear.

i:g ire

fa>«

can

dressed and sat down to
his table and wiote that letter, oue of his

'wing, sailing, bathing and rock
all possiMe within the com-

r
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lie, Mr. Webs te

;»rtned by an arm uf the nnin land
>iu of islands. The amusements are
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his

afraid of tread Lg on Mr. Webster's toes.
As it was, Tayl >r had as much as he could
attend to for a ? hort time. After the scuf-

j

Minded

r

at

four; but Mr.
Webster had much the advantage with
both haihls un» er ; besides Mr.
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-i»t·

*

\

rapped

II.rv.jr

of
consent
;
he was regarded as the leader ο
eru wins of the Democratic side of trie
Senate.
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ur9dti¥ : The Massachusetts Greenback
sprin. iug from his bed seized TaySt Ate Convention wan hekl at
lor round the body, saying, 'John
Taylor, General U. F. Butler was
at the head
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l us an ludiin monument upon it
-iiii : ty » \t mds biyot: ! the :ncm-
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meetJnu

John T.iyl r, Webster's Ν. 11.
farmer,
iy> he wrot his famous llulseman lettei
while at h
Franklin farm; that he said to
lu u the night before, "
call mc at

d.-embarked fro;· the train. Λ lit·
Λ,
and «re were on
.. ^ »>! uatured j
tv»arJ. comfortably settled with the chlljrtn >auJwich*sl in wherever we could
tv «t kf- p them from filling overboard,
wv

r™„LES£:

was visited by a storm resem
hi in- a Western cyclone ; the damagel
ο
timatod at β 10»),000.-— At a
monarchist in Paris it was rwoivod U»
take measures to place Prince

\\ EBsr»·.I5'S
DOWNING··
JOHN TAYLOR'S "HOUSE."

the ever bintlfnl Sico

.rve in

i>t

IwX!
——Bangor

Kor the I>cu»ocr*t

>
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ST.

aseis^

in Washington for mouth*. Obviously,
therefore, the "pair" was a mere ru*e an
in Maine
as to enable Mr. Murch to say
bill
that he w&çld have voted against the
if be bad not bee* "paired," while at the
same time he helped tue bjl! through by
not voting. No man who wanted tq
a mem
a bill, would pair his vote even with
ber present, on a question like this, where
to two afflrma,Mie negative vote it e.iual
he pair with
tiv<* votes; much less
be y resent
an abaent member who wouldn't
Mr. Ladd was 14 fy&içc
any way to vote.
attending to political work. The votes oi
Murch against the bill would hav(
Ladd

<Je/"ea?

defeated ϋ,^-Lewiston Journal.
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OXFORD,

tlio Democrat.

88:—At a Court of Probat»; held at
wllhln an<l for the Conntv of Oxford
the Iliird Tnesdny ef Atign*l, Λ. 1». iNti.
H'M. S. WAI KKH, Administrator on tile estate
of W illlani Tiic'er. I* ·· of I'eru, in Mid County,
d»cea»rd. hirlrjf pr» «a'.cl hi< account of a«lmHMra'io οΓ u Κ u 4 ot said deccasjd for
«I »»>»·> ce;
Ordered, Πι-t the said Administrator give
notice to a!I |nr>vM Interested by causing
u
of
tin·
older
to
tit·
copy
pubilfhedthree wedi successively ί.ι Iho Oxford Demo
crat printed «t l\»rl·. that ih.-y may appear at a
I'robate Court to be hepl at 1'ari* ια «aid County
on the iltinl Tuenlayol Srpt. next at nine o'clock
in tue forenoon and shew cause If an* they have
why ilie laao ihould not be allowed.
it. A FKYK, Judge.
Λ trueeopy—atteit : U.C. DAVI·.Register

Pari*.

DEATH OF A FOUMER PA.TÏIS MAN

on

For several year*, previous to 1811, tli
subject of thoHC paragraphs, Mr. John Ii
vlug, resided iu Tari.·*, and for a period «1
three years ho was employed in the Ox·
fori» DiMOi'KAT Ο nice, having cutered 11
lie was bom, I think.
a* au apprentice,
In the town of Miuot, but only a small portion of his childhood was spent there, aud
that town has never sin:e bceu bin home.

He died in Bradford depot, Sunday. Ju'y

OXKOKD, ss: At a Cuurl ot rrobnt·· I eld at
1'atis, within and for the County of Oxford. on
th«· third Tucsdav of Autttist, Λ. I). IK»-'.
I>AAC I'. HRcKLEIt, Uuardiun of John Κ
Samp·· η. rt al«. minor ehd.lren and hells ni
Kranclx M. S.unpsop. late I Waterford, iu »aid
C.'imiy. Ii:vviti«r present»*! Ιι·μ account of fuard an-htp ot aaid wards for allowance.
Onlered liai mitt Guardian «ι vo notice to all
per·· >n Infer··*'!·»!, bv causing a copy of till* or·
>l''r to be published three weeks stic»vst irely in
u>e 0*lonl f>< mocrat, prinud at I'arla, Dial tney
mav appear at a coirl of Probate to be he<d at
Paris, in caul crniiiv. cn the third Tuesday ol
Mept. r.ilt At line (''clock in ihe or·· noon, und
sh >w c.tiite n'any they have, why the «ainesh>uiu
Hit be allowed.
it A. HlYK, Judee.

aged <>;? years.
Concerning Mr. Irviug's boyhood there
arc probably a uumbcr of people still living in Paris more conversant thau the
writer of this, who only knew him after
2:1,

he went to his trade,

only

lie had recelvid

advantages or
schools in Paris, then unt
but
to

a

few winters'

as

good as now,
disposition
by principles

the

enjoyed perfect

—

work aud was actuated

which won the coulldence and respect of
his companions, Ms seniors and his t m-

Atrtio rofy-*ttes»:-H.C. DAVlft. R<gister.
OXFOKI» *s —At a Court of t'rolul·) Bel I at
1'ari·, within itn<| I"»r ttio CoULt of Oxford, on
OXFORD, Is:—At * court ot IVubme held at
th·» llilrd Tucad iir of Aiumt. Α. I». lv<i.
l'arla.
within and for the County of Oxford
ou the third Tuerdav ol ΑιικιιιΐΙ, A. I>. IHK2.
fSBOKUK I. ϋΙΙΙΤιΙ, A tin nii'.rator ol th··
II F. .IKNKISS, Administrator on thacstate of rstite ol Henry I: smith. Administrator on th.·
(state of t'rjn II. Hutchi:)*. I»>· of llanovrr, in
Mary Drew, lite»<f Hebron, iu »aid County, de
ceneil, hiving presented hi* arc,uni ο: admin· sail County, decmaed. Iitviag (re-enlod bis :ircount of a ImtniMratim ol *si 1 ibccasrd for all-tratiin or Uiu rotate of eaid deceased for all«u

ployers. Having faitlilully served an apprenticeship of three years, he left 1 arie

and weut to Lowell, Mass.. where he readily fouud cmploymeut iu a printing cilice,

At his time nearly all the
as pressman.
press work was done by hand, the power
and machine presses now in existence
save

that which bore the name of

Till* powicr nrxer varice. λ KiUTCl οι runty,
iirviiKtti ar.il wholero enee», More to moan I
than the ordinary kind*. and emnot l)f * M in
ciiripfl ition with the multitude nf low te.-tt, e'iort
weiaht alum, or p>o«phate powder».
SoUl only in can$. ItUVAL ItAKIXO I*i>\Vl>F!t L'o.
New York.

Obokbi.U, That

the «aid Administrator Rive
all p<r«on* Interested by causing a
a
of
this
»>rder
to
be
copy
published
three week successive!) In the Oxford IK mo·
crat printed at Pari*. that they may apt car at a
Probate Court to br held at Pari a in .«aid County,
on the third Tueiday of Pept. next at tf o'clock
il» thetoreuoon and shew cauoe It any they have
whv the aameehoUid not be allowed
K. A. KRYK, Judge.
A triier.opy—attest U.C. DAVfS. Iteirister.
notice

Adams,

since that day. He soon become provient in that line, and his services were
After a few years lie
ever in d-mind.
went to Worcester aud still later to Bosuse

to

OXFORD,

11
Α a Court of Probate iieni at
1'iirl* within and for the countv of Oxfotd
the Tftlrd Tuesday of Au£ Λ. I».. I-»/
Milt VMM WAItDWEI.L, A Imini .tratrix on
tbcesla'e ol Kawsoti Hutchinson late ot Albany,
ία said C. uniy, dtcoaae l, having presetted h<
ace innt oradinini-tiatlon of tlie Κ-late of »a:d
di'cettcd for allowance:
Ordered,That the eaid Administratrix Rive : lire
to ail pej-sone intere».e ! by causing a e»>py of Mi»
onler to be published three week* successively in
the Oxford l»emocr:>t prime»! at Par!·, that thev
may ap|K-ar al a I'robate Court to be held at Pari»
i η saiil l.'uunly on the third Tuesday of >ept. next,
at 9 o'clock :n the forenoon and ihowMaaelf
any
they have wl y the simcehou!d not lie allow·-·!.
li. A. FRYK, Jud^e.
A true eopy—at|e«t: B.C. D.Wta. Reclater.

WANTED

»>n

ton, where he worked for some of the best
printers of the day. Here he speut several

years, but eventually he changed his place
of residence to Newbury port, having pre-

viously married Miss Harriet Haynes, of
city. H had discovered by long ami
exacting experience, tint his calling was
that

thought it ought to be and iu Newburyp>rt he began delivering Β >ston daily pa-

lowance :
Ordered, that the sai l Administrator give notice ti all peiaoua interested, by cauMig a copy
of this order to Ite. pu'iliahod iliree weeks siieres•ively In the Oxford Deraocra', priuted at I'ar;·,
iu said County, that they inay appear at a 1'ro
bate Court lo be bel t at Paris, In s
I County, on
the third Tu'mlty of Sept. ne\r., at nine o'.:|o.k in
the forenoon, and show can···, if any
the) lisv··,
why Hie fame rhsuld not be allow· t.
It. A. KKYB, Judge.
A tiu* c>nr- a*fett -II. C. I > Λ V I ■*. Itegi-t· I.

ance :

havlug been perfected and brought into

laborious and less remunerative than lie

the trust ol Ad·» inlstcator of the estate of
•I Α Ν Κ T. BKVNOI.IH Mm ,f fiitiid·).
In aai<t County, deceased, by giving bond as the
law directs; he thereforere<{u>-Htt all persons Indebted to the ••►late of »ald deceased to make
lmme<llate payment; and those who have any demand* thereon to exhibit the «ante lo
lie \ KKYSOI.DS.
At)κ IS, lftS.

TDK tubtori 1er hereby pit s public notice Hi it
he Iks keen duly app dated bv Hi·' Il >n. .Iud<>t
<d" probate for the Countv of o*f..»rt, and assumed ilie tru-t of Kteeu'or of til·· «-tate ·.(
OkORtiK I». IIOOt'KR, 'ate of I'arU.
•n (aid Ctiioty, deceased,
by giving bind as IIn·
law itlrtc's lie lh-r< Ion·
IffWHlll ρ·ΗΗ ladtbud to the eMateol said l'ec a<e.l t < make till
inr : ite payment, and tkON mIi· have
any ·Ι·
maud· ilu-ri-oo to exhibit the saine to
JOHN A. IFOOP Κ R.
Gorham. Ν. II.. An*. 1.1, pv*J.

«

health, a

TUB Subscriber ncreny mvc· puoiic notice thai
ha* been <tuly appointed iiy the il<>n. Judye "f
Probate (or the County of Oxford, andaattmel
he trust of Administrator of the Bstale of
DOKIIA M. MORTON, late of BethH,
in said County, deceaaed, by (riving bomi a* the
law direct*; M therefore request· all persons in
debted to the estate of said defeated to make liu
mediate payment; and thoso who have any demand· thereon, to exhibit the fame to
JOHN A. MORTON.
Au*. 15, lfi.
TUB Subscriber berrliy mvr* public. notice tbat
he ha· been duly appointed by the Uon.Judjte ot
Probate for th« County of Oxford, and assumed
lie

I WASHINGS-BLEACHING
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR C9L0 WATER.

p rs aud was the pioneer in the business
t'aere, which he for several years coiitinu0 1.
After this he worked but little at his

j!
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a

Cojrt oi I'reba:·

held·:

Ity the undersigned,
a

First-class Ornamental Painter.
Am

acquainted with th* |iiwr« of tin Plating.
Pari· Hill Ms'f V Co.,
Paris, Me.
I'aiis, M liac, Aug II, ld-i.

a man

I

|
I

Florence Favorite

OIL STOVE

I
Pari*, witliin and forthe County of Oxford, ol
SAVES LA BO It, TIM Κ and SOA1* ΛΜΛΖI
FOR. 18Θ2.
the thiol Tu··idaν of Aug. A. 1>. issj.
INGI.Y, and give* universal autlafnrt Ion.
m ithout it.
ADAM AMIKKW4. Widow of Alfred P. An-I
No family, rich or poor should Ι·ο
(
I
f
Pari*
late
drew·,
hiving
imitations
ileeea*ed,
prescn'e.l
Sold by nil Grocers. BEWAREot
lier pftiiion lor an allowaLi
out ol the per*onai
trade; but eventually opened a variety I tr-11 <lr«i(rn<vl to mislead. PKAULINK is tho
Ksfatc of »aid deceased :
ONI.Y HAFK la', .r eaving compound, and
store, which he managed for years, comoriirrbp, that (.aid petitioner give notice to a!l
Hw.iv* hoar» tho »bor« vtnl«ol, and name o(
person* ln:erc*tâ<i by cau*ine a copy of thl* order
bining with it the manufacture of confecto be piih!l*fced thrte week*
JAMES I'YLE, NEW ΥΟΠΚ.
«u-eextlvely in the
Oxford Demucra:, a newspaper printed at Partionery, which lie continued with varyiog
state or m.vinh:
Is, thai th^v may appear at a Probate C >uri to be
tijcccss iu Newburyport and Haverhill, re- Countv of Oxford m
Court of Insolvency at
held at Pari*, in Mid c»)tinfy,on the third Tue»iiay
»t I'aria in »·Μ County, Aiun«t K.tn, IS.·»».
of Sept. next, at nine o'clock in the forenoon,
siding in the last-named city at two diflerIIfiirv A. Mil'·. »ti l .loneph W. Katon of An1o.
ana ti:ow cause.II any they i>ave,az*instthe same.
ent times. For about three years, last vcr, having nprcarnted that William Harmon
k A. I'RYK, Judsee.
•ni Winfieid *. Maggiiire >i>artnrr< in hoiine*· j
A !r;;p ο·ιρ>·—Attest : 11. C. Da Via. IteifUter.
past, he was a r. si lent of Bradford, just under the ilrin n:iroe of il irmon X M «Kjuire have
\*rV Κ'Λ■•.'jâTi
OXKOKIi. >* -At a Court ol I'robate In Id »i
absconded from Ibr County ot Ox'ordaml rem >vacross the river from Haverhill, and in
Pari*, within and lor the County of Oxford
ed from tin* Sjl'.c of Malao w.iSilu fix monllM beon the third Tueadav ol Aug.. A. p., ',m«
ilii<
II!ill/
of
as
fore
Ilin
having
above.
property
he
mentioned
petition,
died,
that place
DELIA C. A DAMS prcasot'. ; .uMin liuln:
or e«tatu in »aid County. and ihat -.lid pull·** ale
Mr. Irving was unfortunate in his youtn inaolvent. anil prayed ihat a warrant of attrcb
m tot
pnrportlnK to be lui Ι*-ι Wit m. t l esta·
ment οι W.llla:a A<lain«, late of And »ver. in tai 1
In losing the sight of one of his eyes, and ment and Injunction m*y ia*tie ma n.·! their ea· |
tate .ia provided m the I j lection 01 insolvent Ιβ·ν» j Countv, decea-ed, laving preaented Ihe same for
111 health and other misfortunes attended of the State of Maine a* amended, asid petition I Probate and for the appointment of Hiram ! ».
AbboM Admini*trator with ttie will annex»· I:
date Au* H. 1^2
him through many years, and tiually his berriog
Ordered, I'hat the said ρ'titioocr give node»· to
STATE OK Μ ΛΙΝΕ.
all person* Interested by causing t, cone <u tin*
With elegant ΝΙ··'*Ι<ΐ Plated Λ Γ!η> ftr<n/e.|
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a i ."obatc Court to be held at Pari* J»»lout competitor··.
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may appear
application*
atives could bestow could not rescue hhn. i« inroivent,
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A determined will and a vigorous battle
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•tract of thia at plication an I the order thereon
hopes of his most Intimate friend··, after to be publidird in Ο «ford Democrat 1*0 *cP
It. A. FltYE, Jcd^e,
Taffy Wire Uuaged Itiscuft. Noc-Kxploalve
A truer ,py,attest:—II. C. pAVU. Itegl»lcr.
debtor* may apvur j»t » j
Ooughntits, Sir lltiinphtev |i ivv Hip Hat>a,<'ld
the fatal disease had fastened upou his »uece»nlvcly that the
but good. cooked on tt.·· Keon >rate p'an.by tin'
>ur'
Court ol in^olï'încy to lu bold ut I'roi »toXFoUD, M:~U a Cobit or Probate hcl»l at Oreat Michael MulJon."
r η m ui P»rl«, ia tail County of Ο «fori I, on Ίι
system.
v. itflin an I for thi Countv of Oxford,
IVr:
We can kU·· you name* of ι artles who have
The deceased was a man of irreproacha- thud WrdSMdav of Srp:em'>rr, V I>. Ufett, at nine I
the third Tuesday of Aux. A. D. IW.
Their testiutedthe''Kioretiee" for H year*
o'c|o< U in he ton noJti. ard b* hear 1 tfc^ruon, il I
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he
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M nlad, cf II irlord. be *pp onte·! I'nistee u id er
engaged
A full dock couslan tlv on band to supply all
hand and catiaed the ι- «1 o| **id Court to lie «thx I
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printed
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t ixte of his father, learned the printing
il A m Γ. M>KP Wid< w I lîerjimln Κ I < r.1.
It. A. FR1 K. Ju'tc··.
VVp hnve stores In 15 leading Cities,
Davis Register.
Atrueeopy attest : II.
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This sketch of the life of Mr. Irving is
for t!i·· founty uf Oxford and assumed lb··
17 Battis Sounre,
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[ to all peraon» intercatcd by eaeeinj a ^ο^)· oi thN Probate
of \d iliu atratcr of tlie e-tate of
offered to the l>*M<u iur, where lie be- order to !»-j il<lU!i.diiiti<'.ve«tk< ►ii<-i'-«r%· ly luth·· trust.lo.VNN
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ouuty
by giving
appear at a Probate Court to he held at
NOTICE.
direct* he therefore request* all person* who art
the belief that there are yet some Tew liv- in «al l County ou the third I ueadav of Sept. ifnext
This eertitlrts that \ic'. jr A. ι.reenl»»f of Paru»
indebted to the esiatc of said deceased to r.:a^e »ui
any
at 9 o'clock m the forenoon and «hiw eaiiiic
m· «liute pay m»· η t and those who
ing in Paris and vicinity who will be in- they have, u.i.iinit the «.un··.
kwvCfciay demands wilt apply tor adinl-sun to the l;u, us an Atur
th reoc to exhibit t';e
to
nry and Counselor a' l.aw. at Uie next term ot the
It. A Kit Υ Κ., Judge.
terested in reading the facts which it conS. J. Cou. I, on the ΙΙιιγΊ Tue«.lay "f
ut χι.
JoaIAII 1ILTCIIINSON.
A true eopy—attest : II. C Davi*. Ιί··<1»·ι»·Γ.
JAMBS ». WRIOIIT, Cieik.
^Ufc.i-t IΛ, 1MJ
tains. He was last iu Paris on the occaI>sj.
I'arls, Aug
8ΤΛΤΚ υ Ι' Μ Λ ! > L
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of
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Probate helil at
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Paru,
Λ il il il 211 WrrliiiK
Walter S. Hutu rj oi Monvhatu inwlveat
on tli·1 tliir I Tui'i lav of \a(int, A I». l>-.'
nearly three years ago, when it was his of
Τιικ annual meeting oftheOxfotd Onntv I*,
debtor.
I » Λ \ 11 > P. HOLME*, Executor ο·ι ti,e estate
of II. sur.ual ►'in· Insurance Company will l*
Κ is ht «
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good fortune to meet, although for the hut
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years before, lieen on terms of intimacy. '»\for«l,
I). B. (.RON Kit Pre^d^nt
ι·* n>liu iimi ht· may l>e ilcertt-il a fulldl*to nil persons interested by causing a copy of ιΐ,ι»
C. II UEotUiB, Socrvtary,
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RICHARD A. FRYE, Judge.
Suuin.fr Arrange incut.
is a forcible reminder of the old story of o'clock :ii tin· forenoon : and tiiat notice thereof be
A frue copy—attest: II. C. DaTIS, Register.
Oo and alter June 3·, and until fu-tbor notice,
the old mm who came home one niyht |iiit>lι·-bt-<I in the oxford Democrat. η newspaper
published in raid county ol Oxford, once a week
ΤΗ Ε Subscriber heieby give* public notice that trains will run as follows:
more than usually dejected.
for two aucceaslve week*, the la*t publication to
'·
he ha» been >luly appointed by tne I'/j^. à «.'is β ο
«ΟΙΝΟ WEST.
What is the matter, my dear?" asked lie seven day* before the day of hearing; and
Probate for the County of Cs&riti f.nd atsiuned
Express train s for Lewlstan,will Pave Portland
his wife.
that all credit ir* who hare proved their (icbti.
the trti»t of Admi .|tra>o>' of the estate of
at 7:10 a. in., '.· a. tit., 1
p. m ·">: 0 t> m.
"Jones called me a thief, in the presence and other person·· interested, may appear at «aid
Eor South Pari·*, Norway. Montreal, Chicago
ΙΙΚί,',ΑΜ* Kl ilKALL. la'a o< W Mlatock
place and time au I showc;n»e il any lin y bin in tai l County, deceased, by giving γ».>α<ι an the and the Went, will leave Portland at '·« m.,
of a lot of fellows," said he.
m hy a dischargeshould not bo jrantcti »u.d Ueblor
hi thcreiore request all person» Lewlston bina
law directs:
m.. South l'art* at 10:M NorThe color came into th<î good wife's according to ll..· pi at or ol bis tmiiion.
who are indebted to the estate of said dccea»cd to wav W:Ua. ra., and Uorham at MAI i>. m. ami
AtUil: IIMtlOUvC 1»ΛVH. Register.
cheeks and with a Rood Ueal of spirit she
make immediate paymcot; and those who h;re from Portland at I :W. frjm Si. PaiU :!:'ii, Norof raid Court lor »a!d County 01 Oxford.
"
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Who was it that said it is not good for
to be alone?" asked a Sunday-school
teacher of his class. A bright boy answered." Daniel,when he was iu the lion's den."
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If y fia arc a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
'wk. of a niMher run «l< ·» η bv family or housebold duties try Patient's Gisckk Tonic.
If you art.» lawyer, minister or bm:r»c\* man cr*
hausted by ment >1 \train or anoout cam do not
lake intoiicating »t.mulanlt, but use Γλ>κκ'ι
("plM.lt * l'unie.

If you have Pv^pepvu. nScunutiwn, Kidney or
l"ru..iry C<xntilain'.s <*r if >o« arc troubled with .my

dtviriler ofthcluncj.'tomac.'i. bowe:·., I.!' «»! or uctvei
you can be cured L y PakkiVs Gtscia Tonic
Ifvnuare witt;i£ away from age, dissipation or
any dueateor weak ne*j and rcijuirt a cumulant tike
GiMjIX To.·»*· jt (>occ it oill in vigor ate and In ild
m tr>r t r^t il«vUit will nerer intuxicte
It has saved bundled» of live» it n>a> save yxnxs.
*.« York. Hx. wj
HI* t'X A CO.. ItJ W lie M
·ί *■ i.ri.r'1 lb
r.ri,
03· «W4*f
GREAT SAVIN.; Bl'VIV·. Im>LI.\R PI7JL

No risk is incurred
above. N. R
dan»' trial is allowed.
—

V rural cbap who visited a "summer garden'" in New York looked in vain for a
trace of -hrubbery or a tree, and asked his
companion if they hadn't got into a prison
yard by mistake.
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BtFGPF TAï;sfi of Memory. l r.· AFTER TAKWP
ivoreal !.»·!>it'ide, r.iin in t/ie Rack, I>imacH« of
Vivon. Pretnatt.re OUI Age, ami many other IMsmw that lt a<l to Insanity or CoeaumpUon ami a
Premature Grave.
«y Fu II |>artiru!ar*in our pamphlet, whi« h we
de»irc to «end fre»· bymail 10 every one a^The
Specille Medicice i* ι·οΙι1 by all druggists at il
per package. or tlx la-kage* for |5, or h 111 be
tent free by mail on teceipt of the money, by ad-

dressing.

TIIF. GRAY MEPIC1NΕ CO..

No. l(*· Main Streeet, litHAI.(i,N' V
TRADE S1AKK

REGISTERED.
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Perhaps no medicine is so universally
required as a good cathartic. Swaynk's
Pill* are prepared expressly to meet this
necessity, being composed of purely vege-

table

ingredients,

of which Podopbylliu or
Yellow Dock and
other concentrated juices enter largely into
their composition; the whole strength of
which is extracted on an entirely new principle.,. They are mild in their operation, and
are truly a valuable aperient and anti-bilious
medicine. They stimulate the liver to healthy action, cleanse the stomach and bowels
of all impurities,—caring sick and nervous
headache, dyspepsia or indigestion, biliousness, fevers, d rowsiness. colds, achiug
palus, slight chills, *ith flashes of heat,
and female irregularities. For a bilious and
costive habit, no medicine is so prompt and
uffectual. Mailed on receipt of price [In
postage stamps], 25 eta., or five boxes for
£1. Address Dr. Swayt e & Son, PhiladelI
phia. Pa. Ask your Dru^'ïgist for them.

mandrake, Sarseparilla,

Cure:-. Rheumatism, Lu
Lam : Back, Sprains and Bruises,
Asthma, Catar'h, Coughs, Colds,
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H
»r>d all pains and aches.
mI and ertemal remedy in
l'«ry bo»:!e (runntccd.
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FREE FROM BE PIMENT.
Dyspepsia, Induction. Rhctiuictlnir. Pliit
Headache C'uu»tl[intiiin *μ·ιιγ Frtn talions <Tfhr

t t'.
Miimarh and \er«uu»r.«-M. !:n art.! 'y yl<
vegetable remedied» "U wu' Jied Jactet StttM."

FEMALE DiFFICl LTtES
InTcungorOld, Marrlrl rr Single. jit M reî'Ily t
this Invaluable"family" nw*.:. 1Mb
Liter ( uiiiplaiu:. Dlliou*nr*s. Jr.'imilce.

"Lewi*" Ite<l Jacktt Klttc s"
Stlmn!atesth<" lnartlve "Liver" t >li -u!thfury u rt
lUelf. relieves the Howe!*. Dot MM). but «Ht-i t u-u-

ly. and strengthens the Stomach.
1

Keadwhut l.ailarat \«-w llavea Pkrilrinat and
<
-r.
I
br»'~*~ --j 4-

YALE (OLLECii:.

Xctr liavtn, 0·ηη. June 5th. 188!.
Gentlemra.
Meaa*ra LEWIS k CO.,
From a careful consideration of the formn'a of
the **Rém1 Jiu »rt Ilttter»"|«r<-r«T····! I y vo. 1 ·πι uiuil
to discover anything of a Jfinert;J or tirlrtrrioUi nature
aUiC'Uo ttie Lûr'i-Ίli'iits ent< rlng luto ll· cunjp>-slt;uii.
Very Trulv Your*.
William D. Anderson, M. D.
Xew Haven, Conn. J une Sth. 1
Kesi'rg I.KWTS k CO·,
enbjected
Having examined the formn'.a. and known
λ*
anal'jtu the prcjeration
W> a rnrtful
-Ked Jacket Bitters," I hereby certify to the Iac t that
tt contain* n<· Mineral c polaonuu* aubètauce. ail·! Is
cvmpuaed ot excellent material.
V. M DOW.M. D.
LEWIS k CO Proprietor* New Have· Conn.
Pamphlet free, send for ottf.
Sold by Druggists.
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Already the Standard Itemed)· for
Female lllaeaaea wherever Itnnivn,
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anil dtiervt to be elevated te
the Sphere of Lr«ltl·
ια·(« Thtrijicui In.
Tliey act directlvon the I'terue. One can alom ICI·I the milicien lilt the organ luto place,
hey heal the lull uneil mucous lining» and areolar
«Mie», reduce inflammation and enlargement,
inline» ami strengthen the ■ irrlched ligaments,
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Letter» containing stamp promptly answered by
ly proprietor. .Sea l for pimphMU, Ac.
Address II. κ TIIAYKK A CO.,
13 Temple pl., Boston.

CEPHALINE.

It ir. If used as directed, fiiar«nteed to cure the following
diseases: SICK and NEICVoUS
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uetlons of the Brain, and the relief of all Ner18 MaUli^s, Jaaures sweet refreshing sleep,
luy of your druggist if possible; if not we will
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Don't hk Λι.αιιμκι»
At Brlght's Disease, Diabetes, or any
disease of the kidneys, liver or urinary organ», a» Hop Bitter» will cetainly and lastingly cure you, and it is the ouly thing that
will.
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And Intend that nil per-on·. «hull know it.
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cure».
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To all who are suffering from the errorami indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of muuhood, etc., I
will send a recipe that will cur·· you, n;K.r
ok
ii ν it· .κ.
This great remedy was di-covered by a missionary in South America
Send a self-addressed envelop·· to the Η·*ν.
Joseph 'Γ. Inman, Station I». Ν. V. City.
Λ marked difference between the Kgypt
of Joseph's day and the Kgypt of Arabi il y
is that, whereas in the old time there was
no corn in the land it is now
absolutely full
of kernels.
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μλχ Blooh.—On the
purity ami vitalof the blood depend the vigor ami health
of the whole system. Disease of various
kind· is often only the sign that nature is
trying to remove the disturbing cause. A
remedy that gives life and vigor to the
blood, eradicate» scrofula and other impurities from It, as Hood's
Sarsapanlla undoubtedly does, must be the mean· of preventing many disease· that would occur
without its use. Sold by dealers.
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so that the "cops" may roll noiselessly uptheir victims.
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Yitalizer is what you ueed for
Ltws of Appetite, Dizziness,
l'rice 10
and all symptom* of Dyspepsia,
and 75 cents per bottle.
Croup, Whooping Cough and Bronchitis
immediately relieved by Shiioh's Cure.
For sale by J. H. ltawson, l'aris Hill,
and A. M. Gerry, South Paris.
"Avoid contradicting your wife," said
writer. A very good idea, and
it would be well for wives to avoid conThere
tradieting their husbands, also.
is altogether too much of this sort of thing
going on nurw, and every married man
knows it.
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Where Appetite'* tierce raging
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and refreshing as Florreton Cologne.
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Dr. Κi.ink's Great Nerve Hestorer Is the
mirvel of the age for all Nerve Diseases.
All fits stopped free. Send to 031 Arch
Street, l'lillada., Pa.
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A Purt Faeily Medicine that Never Intoxicates.

>nti

TiL\r ll u kiMi Cocon can be so quickly
cured by Shiioh's Cure. We guarantee it.
Will you suffer with Dyspepsia and LivShiioh's Yitalizer is guarer Complaint?
Νortnwestern Mutual Life Ins.
anteed to cure you.
MILWAUKF.F, WIS.
Sleepless uights, made miserable by that
terrible cough. Shiioh's Cure is tiie rem.l*n 1.1»*
A--·
I1MUNI
for you.
» over t
l'trcmt r»*er\«*
RMN edy
.V lu'·*-! er·! iwtnfnt·* pa'«l over
3. iWi.CW) 00
Catarrh cured, health and sweet breath
IU· -ν
λ· art» bélier than a (.o\*.-n:i!fnt 4
secured by Shiioh's Catarrh Remedy, Price
!. Tn«
jx-r ru t
par t to .VI jer rte» com· •>0 cents. Nasal
Injector free.
iw» ·ιτ 1 ;n:*r»--t <·γ th« tx.ootr invested.
For Lame Rack, Side or Chest use ShiΓ. X. MKKKY. Sate A*.n;.
UoffBljck. Aut'ttrn.
ioh's Porous Piaster. Price 25 cents.
Shiioh's Cough and Consumption Cure
is sold by us on a guarantee. It cures

Iî. T. ALLEN,
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An nmaha man repulsed a highway robber by throwing a bum h of shiugles at him.
Had it been where he could have grabbed
hold of a saw-log the criminal would certainly have been badly injured.
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PARKER'S

Γεκ.·μι>λι.! Τ<· Mi x. Osly !
Γι\'·>ι τακ BkltC·»., Marshall. Mich..
wiP. send Z'r. Ihr'g I'rleftrolrtl AVeelrw·
/>> It.* nud ï.'tertric Aj'pHanci» on trial
i*«>r thirty days to men yown;; or old who
an· :.lMicted with Nervous Debility, Lost
Vitality and manhood, ami kindred troubles, guaranteeing speedy and complete reAdstoration of health and manly vigor.

Dre α γ ok TiiK Τκκτιι
Arises from various causes, but principally it may be attributed to early neglect
or the indiscriminate use of tooth powders
and pastes, which give a momentary whiteness to the teeth while they corrode the
enamel. The timely use of that delicate
aromatic tooth-watli. Fragrant Sozodont,
will speedily arrest ,the progress of decay,
harden the gums, and impart a delightful
fragrance to the breath. It removes those
ravages which people sustaiu in their teeth
from the use of sweet and acid articles.
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PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM.and

Λ Βκνκκκχντ Αίτιον.
Tin· miserable looks ami feelings of those
I routine.! at desks or work tables. are caused
l»y w« ak stomach, kidneys or bowels. Parwithort intoxicating
κ· r » ci ; :ii:cr Tonic
hx« such a beneficent action on these organs ami so clrto$cs the poisonous mat! tors from the sy»tem, that rosy cheeks and
go<>·! health are soon brought back again.
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POND'S EXTRACT CO.,
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I ndira rrad ι*»···· 13, 1ft, 21 and 36 in our
New Itouk whk-h acc.>mpanieii cach h»* tic of our
pirpnratkin. Srnt free <>o aj>plji-ation.
W'un Nnl'mriiuT »n ii Ubtobt orora
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by Druggists.

In view of recent disclosures concerning
our ironclads ami the av erage honesty of
the people connected with their construct;••ι», it might be a good i lea to stop alluding to conscience as an inward monitor.
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50c, St.00, $1.>5.
PONDS EXTRACT
75
1.001 Catarrh CweToiiet Croarv
25
50 Plaster
Owttfrice
25 Inhaler (GUm 80c.) 1.00
LlpSatve
25
Toilet Soap(3Cake>N 50 Na*al Syringe25
50 ! Medicated Paper
Ointment
Family Syringe, S 1.00.

Deaths from Heart Disease are alarmingly prevalent, and if you are troubled
with any of the symptoms, do not delay,
•υν a bottle of Dr. Graves's Heart
li« i:ulat<>r and get relief. Thousands do.
and why not you? Pamphlet free of F. Κ
Concord. N. H. l*rice .ΊΟ cts. and

?! per l>ottle.
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BURNS, 5ÏÏTBURJÎS, DIAREHCEA, CHAFING®, STINGS OF INSECTS, PILES,
SOEE ETES, SORE FEET,
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KiDHEY and LIVER MEDICINE
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Mrs. McBride, of Peoria, Illinois, was
appointed one of the committee on reso-

SwMmm InManrmatùm.Ormtroli all Hemarrkao**.
AcuUand Chrvntc. I Vrnuut ami Mwvxu.

have in many instances recommended it to
my friends, and all have been benefitted by
We think it has no equal as a
it> use.
Γ. L- PtlUMHLLi
mixture.
No. 10 State St., Boston.
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the Branch Mint in San Francisco. The
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When a tnan is saddled with a bad wife
there arc »urc to be stir-rups in the family.
It

old

Adjuster's Department

sition in the

TlIK CoMMAXOKR-IK-ClllKF
»>f the Grand Army of the Republic, Major
lïeorge S. Merrill. Few remedies are bet·
I ter known in this vicinity than Sulphur
r.ittor*. their saie lias been very general
throughout this section, and the number
of reliable an ! well attested cases of beneficial results and recovery by their use. is
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Miss Sarah Brown,

The young man who was lost In slumber
found his way out on a nightmare.
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twelve month*. Hep»t»d br
F. II. HttotVN, »>«} Batnwell. s. C.
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Sick and bilious headache, aud all derangements of stomach and bowels, cured
"
by l>r. Pierre's Pellets"—or anti-bilious
granules. .5 cents a vial. No cheap
boxes to allow waste of virtues. By all

Bitters.

holeboiiy presented a iii^htinl appearance. Had
ti»d (he atienti«nof twelve different phv*lr.iaui,
who pre*cnbed the bc« reniedie» known to the
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term, who will be given
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butter and
course of study, including
cheese making, and dairying in all its
next
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Spare the rod and spoil the child
unless you intend him to be an angler.
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Agricultural College, at Hanover,
H., will admit women pupils at its
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1M >rKPsiA, flatulency, distress after eat·
! iD_r. cramps nud pains. diarrhea, dysenteand
ry, no appetite or strength, debility
lo-is of sleep demand an immediate use of
S \NKORJ>S G INC. κ R.
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Hundreds of Kmphatic Indorsements
for
prove Ckphalink an noequalled remedy
Nervous Diseases.

her.

Women find a truly sympathetic friend
in the lady proprietor of Healy's Tonic
See adv't In another
Pills and Cordial
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A dentist Is not necessarily rail because
he shows his teeth-
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An early spring—jumping out of bed at
û iu the morning.
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or dyspepWhy sutler from ludlgestlon
sia, when you nny be relieved by Wheat
Bitters?
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ienounced by the press for pursuing an
unwomanly avocation, and the clergy of
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tors. a sure cure for Malaria.—"Owî \rho
knov»."
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Wanted—Fifty thousand of the good
people of New England to try Wheat Bit-
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license fee in Baltimore is

moonbeams.
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Women is

nagft/.ine recently started in Moscow,
Russia. It i^conducted exclusively by

Castles in the air have for their timbers

For tbose deathly Ladies ia ilelicato
Γ
:h, who are all
Spells,
unii ivrn. «houM use j
rend ca Si rni
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Mr». Col· of Windham, Ν. H., declarw
by Hood's Sampa·
rilla. She had 87 terrible Scrofulous sore·.

TROTHS FOR THE SICK.
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marriage

all found
Vigor and strength and health
Bitters.
in one bottle of Brown's Iron

CONCERNING WOMEN.

Chatauqua

that her life was saved

|German Remedy.
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Weak muscles aud nerves, sluggishness
of thought ami inactivity, cured by Brown's
Iron Bitters.
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makes countless thousandmourn," but why not apply the principle to
the more practical side of the subject, and
render the quotation thus:—"
SwayneV
Ointment on account of stopping the itching caused by the Piles has made countless thousands well and happy." There
would be sound logic in this but poets are
never cheerful, are they .to man
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Don't you think 1 have a good facc for
Lhe stage?" asked a young lady with histrionic aspirations. " I don't know av>out
lhe stage," replied her gallant companion,
"
but you have a lovely face for a 'bus."
"
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If you are sick llop Hitters will surely
lid Nature in making you well when all
ïlse fails.
If you are costive or dyspeptic, or are
luffering from any other of the numerous
liscases of the stomach or bowels, it is
rour own fault if you remain ill, for Hop
îlttc rs are a sovereign remedy in all such
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If you are wasting away with any form
1
·,<■ ··*'
if Kidney disease, stop tempting Death
his moment, and turn for a cure to Hop
Utters.
thjrm^h tiv ticert icren (.'aurrh, Hajr I«***»»"
If you are sick with that terrible sickt'nrqiialrd for ralil* In tfi«* himi.
<>i iw*i|*
fcl I hy ilrnivJt* M fOcrnt».
less. Nervousness, you will find a 14 Balm
ill
null
n I·» k_t*e
P. il f. r c'r> ι-Γ cuci^n^ï
if Gilead" in the use of Hop Hitters.
î· r.xa· L.n tr.il rxllnt le tr»i : m
If you are a frequenter, or a resident of
H'
Kl» '* Origin H«!m ΠΛ* rf Wfl "ΤΠ.Τ nTtP1
miasmatic district, barricade your sysMl
itirrh, of whn-Ιι I hav >l«ti iffl.ctwl tvrf
em against the scourge of all countries—
(<··· trvlnp filmi»! evrrj renierfjr ιτο nimeoJ*1'·
^
A!^FV·
nepniMilancffertlreami thorough. &J.
L
aalarial, epidemic, bilious, and Intermitho esi, 1>,·η:,τ (n [><> (4 toj si.oca, 1UJ Fed"*
ent fevers—by the use of Hop Hitters.
i>ton. Ali*.
If you have rongh, pimply, or sallow
•-LTS· ( Γ.κ i.M 3 VLM CQ Owegp. >'
kin, bad breath, pains and aches, and feel
llserable generally, Hop Bitters will give
ou fair skin, rich blood, and sweet breath,
ealth and comfort.
an
It hM a tleht-shotting
^
In short, they care all diseases of the
bk."· '" [
ojieratej liatc. KlT«aad
/». thu water oaeJ.
Unnarh, bowels, blood, liver, Nerves, kid·
.longer lliAfi any
an I
rys, Bright'» disease. $.VK) will be paid
illlimtrat'-il ramphlçt
aent ,rtr·'
»r a case they will not cure or
1
lofue. wtth priera,
help.
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That poor, bedridden, invalid wife, sisΒΓΚΜ1ΛΜ ΒΒΟβ.
;r, mother, or daughter, can be made the
orB.U.Wia»»T.0eriJjj|ir ^
Icture of health, by a few bottles of
Hop
,nujf. CûAl
Itters, costing but a trifle. Will you let I
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